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The year 2022 was a landmark year for the infrastructure and 
construction fraternity for reasons more than one. Firstly, it has set 
the pace of growth for the next decade as we witnessed the 
launch of various landmark projects. The allied segments such as 
construction equipment lent a great helping hand to steadfast 
an all-encompassing growth. We witnessed the sector getting 
back on track after having withstood the toughest circumstances. 
The incorporation of new age technology and automation 
scored high in this progressive journey. The sector also witnessed 
concerted efforts being made by companies on making 
construction green & sustainable. To top it all, there has been a 
tremendous support from the government side – be it the Centre 
or the states – in formulating & implementing business-friendly 
policies. The year also saw a renewed thrust on the public-private 
partnership landscape to offer a great fillip to the industry.

A pathbreaking achievement has been by the country in the 
past few years as far as the rapid construction of expressways 
is concerned. We now have an impressive line of highways and 
a great road connectivity across the length & breadth of the 
country. While the road to progress has just got a tremendous 
fillip, there are various pathbreaking projects in the pipeline that 
will further bolster the country’s infrastructural landscape.

    

There has never been such an opportune time for construction 
companies and specially equipment manufacturers where the 
opportunities are not just limitless but are also strongly backed by 
government’s timely facilitation. Private players are in a great spot 
to leverage such immense possibilities and develop enviable 
infrastructure projects that are world-class and technologically 
superior. This will in turn help the country in achieving a higher 
rating in ‘Ease of Doing Business’ globally and will propel foreign 
investors to set up or expand base in the land of incredible 
opportunities.

Let’s RING IN the Year 2023 with a promise to CATAPULT the INDIAN 
CONSTRUCTION SECTOR through a heady mix of Technology, 
Innovation and Captivating Horizons. 

With these thoughts, here’s wishing the entire construction 
community the BEST YEAR ahead where many deals are sealed, 
and many promises get fulfilled!

Wrapping Up the Year 2022 in STYLE 

Editor's Space ®

Assistant Editor
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Backhoe loader manufacturers continue to offer end-users 
products that are highly versatile in nature, which ultimately 

results in solid utilization rates in many applications. With 
changing times and boosting demand pattern, manufacturers 

are fast refining their product basket with enhanced features 
designed to help manage operating costs. Pioneering the 

integration of digital technology with construction equipment, 
these new age backhoe loaders are changing the game…. 

writes, PRERNA SHARMA.

High on Versatility & Convenience High on Versatility & Convenience 
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These days all the machines come equipped with world-class 
remote monitoring telematics technology, which helps in the 
remote monitoring and fleet management on the key parameters 
of Service, Operations and Security. All in all, the backhoe loader 
segment is poised for a huge growth uptick on the back of surging 
construction activities in the country. 
Backhoe loaders have become incredibly important machines in 
the construction sector. The rising initiatives by the government in 
various countries is boosting the infrastructural development like 
the building of roads, airports, seaports, and railways, which in turn 
is having a positive impact on the market. Growing urbanization 
across the globe has increased the demand for construction 
of commercial and residential infrastructure. Moreover, the 
global construction industry has witnessed significant demand 
in the recent past, owing to increasing population. Furthermore, 
development of smart cities has paved way for construction 
of highways across cities. This, in turn, has created humongous 

Fast Facts
 The Backhoe Loader market accounts for ~7% market 

share in total sales of construction equipment industry 
globally.

 India is the largest market for backhoe loaders, which 
accounts for almost 50% of all construction equipment 
sales in unit terms.

 Small construction projects are expected to rise the 
demand for backhoe loaders due to their efficient use 
in material handling and digging applications across 
the world. 

 Initiatives by governments of several countries around 
world to boost the development of infrastructure, such 
as roads, airports, railways, and seaports, is projected 
to drive the global backhoe loaders market.
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demand for backhoe loaders. In addition, growth of agriculture 
sector is further shaping the landscape for backhoe loaders. The 
mining industry has also witnessed high growth in recent years, 
where backhoe loaders are used for digging and excavation 
process. 

Demand boosters:
All backhoe loaders manufactured in the country have a 
simple design with a rigid chassis and currently fall in the 49-100 
horsepower range. In terms of sales by horsepower categories, 
the market has been witnessing a changing trend, particularly 
from the last year, with rising share of the under 50 horsepower 
category. The most popular models sold in India still feature a 
70-79 horsepower engine, 2-wheel drive, side-shift, a 1.0 m3 
loader bucket and a 0.23-0.25 m3 backhoe bucket. Centre mount 
models have only limited appeal, and some demand exists for 
higher horsepower and 4-wheel drive machines. 
An interesting insight by Off-highway Research highlights that India 
is by far the world’s largest backhoe loader market, with more 
than 37,000 machines sold last year. Customers have traditionally 
favored machines with a 75-horsepower engine. However, the 
introduction of CEV Bharat Stage IV emissions laws for non-road 
equipment from the first quarter of 2021 caused a marked 
change in preferences. The laws require lower exhaust emissions 
from wheeled equipment which can be driven on public highways 
i.e., including backhoe loaders.
The lower cut-off for the laws is 37 kW (50 horsepower). This has seen 
the development of a new range of 49 horsepower machines 
from all the main suppliers to provide a cheaper alternative to 
traditionally powered machines, which now cost more due to 
the technology required to achieve emissions compliance. This 
category of equipment barely existed five years ago, but in 2021, 
it accounted for almost a third of backhoe loader sales in India.
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However, as Off-Highway Research’s new report, The Backhoe 
Loader Industry In India, notes, this shift may be relatively short-
lived. “Currently under 50 horsepower backhoe loaders segment 
has a substantial share of total sales. Off-Highway Research 
predicts its share to increase further in the short term primarily 
due to their lower price. However, this price differential is expected 
to become much smaller after implementation of CEV Stage-V 
from April 2024, which may result in a shift back towards higher 
horsepower machines. The Stage V regulations will affect a wider 
spectrum of engines, down as far as 19 kW (25 horsepower).
According to Fact.MR research report, currently, the market for 
center pivot backhoe loaders is growing significantly as these 
types of backhoe loaders are setting new benchmarks for better 
operator comfort, exceptional performance, versatility, and job 
site efficiency. The center pivot backhoe loaders are estimated 
to account for 86% in terms of revenue by 2022 end and are 
expected to grow at a value CAGR of 5.7% over the forecast 
duration. Trailing close behind are sideshift backhoe loaders 
foreseen to cross ~US$ 500 million by the end of the forecast 
period by contributing over 11% in the overall absolute dollar 
opportunity created by the end of 2032.
The demand for backhoe loaders with high engine horsepower 
is growing as it offers better performance, higher fuel saving and 
fast response time in excavation, loading and digging. Backhoe 
loaders with 80-100 horsepower are estimated to capture over 
48% of absolute dollar opportunity created over the forecast 
period. However, owing to the better price to performance ratio 
along with the excellent maneuverability, backhoe loaders with 
below 80 HP are also foreseen to auger well in the global market 
over the forecast period. The backhoe loaders with below 80 
horsepower are estimated to account for ~1.5X of the overall 
value created by the above 100 horsepower segment over the 
course of forecast duration.

Capturing Equipment Advances:
The overall industry now tends to shift to virtual interaction. 
Technology-driven companies are now taking the help of the 
virtual interface more. They are working towards creating a more 
trouble-free machine and a system to provide remote assistance 
to the customers. With customers’ profit margins under pressure, 
manufacturers are striving to make owning and operating their 
machines financially viable during the current lean period. But as 
demand improves, competition is likely to become more intense 
– and so will marketing. In fact, an aggressive marketing plan by 
manufacturers augurs well for the infra sector as it will broaden the 
range of product offerings and make prices more competitive. 
It will also strengthen the pre- and post-sales customer support 
and service packages of the manufacturers to beat competition. 
For instance, Larsen & Toubro (L&T) has agreed to distribute 
Kemroc’s cutting-edge equipment in India. Kemroc is a global 
maker of attachments for excavators and backhoe loaders. The 
contract covers Kemroc-developed specific attachments, such 
as its revolutionary EK chain cutters. These chain cutters have 
revolutionised rock trenching and are widely used around the 
world, especially in India.
Cat® Backhoe Loaders provide superior digging, trenching, back-
filling and material handling capability and can be used for many 
applications, including but not limited to General Construction, 
Demolitions and Excavations, Landscaping, Breaking Asphalt and 
Paving. Cat backhoes deliver the power and precise handling 
when operating in areas where using larger equipment is not 
practical. The Cat® 424 Backhoe Loader delivers exceptional 
performance, superior fuel efficiency and a comfortable, safe 
and spacious operator station. The Cat® C3.6 engine meets BS-V 
CMVR emissions standards, a step ahead of current regulatory 
requirements ensuring longevity in the market. The engine delivers 
impressive peak torque of up to 424 N·m from an optimized 
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engine capacity of 3.6 L. This provides high fuel efficiency with 
up to 20% fuel saving over the previous model when operated 
in the new Eco mode. The design of the Parallel lift loader gives 
high breakout forces with capability for dozing and loading and 
increased dump height. The iconic Cat excavator style boom on 
the backhoe enables reach over obstacles and better loading 
capability in narrow spaces. Robust stick design and 205 degrees 
of bucket rotation give a solid platform to deliver superior material 
retention and performance, even on tough job sites. 
This combined with the variable displacement hydraulic pump 
(132 L/min flow @ 2,200 rpm) provides faster implement speeds 
and efficiency. The cabin is designed to meet ROPS (roll over 
protective structure) and FOPS (falling object protective structure), 
so the operator is protected. The stylish, spacious cabin gives 
excellent all-around visibility with fully integrated operator 
workstation including; suspension seat, clear information cluster 
and ergonomic controls. 
Tata Hitachi’s world-class backhoe loaders are adaptable 
to different applications and are highly versatile to be used in 
various construction projects. Tata Hitachi’s Shinrai Prime Backhoe 
Loader is powered by a new CEV-IV compliant fuel-efficient 
Japanese engine, reliable and proven aggregates, an Excellent 
Hydraulic System (EHS) for high caliber performance. With a safe, 
comfortable, and spacious cabin for maximum operator comfort. 
It is equipped with InSite telematics suite for real-time machine 
monitoring and is backed by unmatched service support and 
a wide network of dealerships. The company’s reputation for 
product strength, agility, and reliability makes them a powerful 
tool to achieve maximum productivity with its range of advanced 
features and technology.

CASE Loader Backhoes are known for their versatility, reliability, 
productivity, flexibility, safety, and operator comfort. Recently CASE 
Construction Equipment, a brand of CNH Industrial, has crossed 
the production milestone of 50,000th Loader Backhoe, from its 

state-of-the-art facility in Pithampur. On 
the milestone, Fabrizio Cepollina, Vice 
President, Industrial Construction Segment 
in Africa, Middle East and the Asia Pacific,
CNH Industrial, said, “CASE has been 
manufacturing Loaders Backhoes since 
1957 when industry’s first factory integrated 

Loader Backhoe was produced by CASE. Today, our latest range 
of TLBs further drive brand’s legacy of excellence to newer limits. 
CASE is globally known for its superior quality machines, making us 
one of the leading brands in construction equipment industry. This 
is a moment of pride for us, and we are working towards making 
our well-equipped Pithampur plant a global manufacturing hub 
for CASE products. The plant is already catering to the demand 
of close to 80 countries including India. We are aiming to further 
increase the volume of exports from here to additional markets.”
Sunil Puri, MD, CNH Construction Equipment India, said, “In India, 
we are fully aligned with government’s initiatives such as Make-
in-India and Aatmanirbhar Bharat, with our Loader Backhoes 

being 90% indigenized. This remarkable 
achievement of 50,000th Loader Backhoe 
roll-out is a testimony of our customer’s 
belief in the brand and our products. We 
thank our esteemed customers, dealers 
and vendor partners for their support and 
look forward to achieving many such 
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milestones in the future.”
CASE offers class-leading BS-IV compliant Loader Backhoes 
that are technologically superior. CASE Construction recently 
celebrated 180th anniversary globally, on the occasion, the 
brand launched an all-new, highly versatile, 49.5 hp 770NXe 
Loader Backhoe. The newly launched 770 NXe is a highly versatile 
Loader Backhoe from CASE that demonstrates a right balance 
between power and efficiency. The equipment features a 
cutting-edge Electro-Hydraulics variable displacement pump, 
coupled with the proven FPT S8000 49.5 hp engine that promises 
to deliver exceptional productivity in all applications without any 
compromise. The engine, designed and developed to offer 
higher productivity by CASE sister brand FPT Industrial, is known 
for its class leading torque delivery, which provides incomparable 
performance in tough loader applications with faster response 
time and high fuel efficiency.
The new CEV Stage IV JCB 4DX Backhoe Loader is Powered to 
Succeed. Incorporating state-of-the-art technology, which it has 
inherited from the EcoXPERT range, it is built to take on multiple 
challenges. Taking ahead a legacy of trust and dependability 
that has seen more than 350 000 JCB Backhoe Loaders sold, 
the 4DX with 4WD provides superior performance with increased 
productivity and lowered fuel consumption. 
With Centre mounted high force digging bigger bucket for higher 
productivity with higher reach of about 5 meters, 4DX is an 
incredible machine. Powered by the JCB ecoMAX engine (CEV 
Stage IV), the new 4DX is loaded with 30 innovative features and 
three unique qualities that are, Easy Shift Gear, Semi-Kick Down 
Switch and Smooth Ride System Control, with SRS and 4WD as 
a standard system, that enhance the productivity and reliability 

of the machine. 
It offers superior performance with 15%* lowered Periodic 
Maintenance Cost. Innovative features like auto stop and auto 
idle that helps in saving fuel by shutting down the engine within 6 
minutes makes this machine a perfect partner for your business. 
It also comes equipped with Intellidiagonostic for quick 
troubleshooting. Presence of dynamic modes like Loading and 
Roading further enhances the productivity of the machine. It 
is equipped with CRDI technology, an industry-first intelligent 
digital connectivity and a new plus mode for optimizing fuel 
consumption.
The all-new ACE AX 124 BS-4 is offering a high-performance 
machine with best-in-class aggregates at the right price. The 
rugged and reliable ACE loaders – AX124 BS-4 – is powered 
with 76HP Kirloskar engines. These machines are equipped 
with improved hydraulic pumps and advanced structured 
loader arms with higher breakout force while digging or loading 
materials, ensuring 10-15% higher productivity. Further, it is 
fitted with transmission from Carraro and hydraulic pumps from 
reputed brands and is available in both two-wheel & four-wheel 
drive options.
The designers at Mahindra have taken technology to the next 
level. Looking at the current scenario, the technical team at 
Mahindra has made a dramatic leap in its Backhoe Loader by 
designing the brand new EarthMaster SX Smart. With a 36.2 kW 
(50 HP), naturally aspirated Mahindra engine, best-in-class fuel 
efficiency, and optimal backhoe performance, it is specifically 
engineered keeping in mind the Indian usage patterns which 
breaks all the norms in the Backhoe Loader category. It offers 
high productivity with bigger loader (1.1 m3) and backhoe 
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buckets (0.27 m3). Mahindra Earthmaster backhoe bucket is 
around 8% bigger than competition. It offers better dig Depth 
with 2 mm thicker plates than usual for applications where the 
strength is needed. More load bearing capacity to front axle 
with 63 mm thick beam, helps machine to do heavy work in 
loader application. The machines are ideal for all-weather 
condition like sub-zero temperature in the Himalayas, due to 
high impact resistant structural Grade of steel (350 C) for all 
critical components. It has lower per-hour maintenance cost due 
to 3000 hours hydraulic oil change interval, resulting in higher 
savings. Less Machine Maintenance with H-frame design ensures 
non accumulation of dirt. 
The new Backhoe Loader JUNGLI HT by Escorts Construction 
Equipment (ECE) has enhanced features such as reliable 
turbocharged high Torque Diesel engine and the trusted XT 1610, 
which offers high performance, bigger buckets, and has the 
best-in-class dig depth and dump height.
Manitou TLB 740S and 844S backhoe loaders are designed for 
performance in tough situations. Efficiency is one of the mutual 
top priorities and its versatile backhoe loaders are unmatched in 
boosting productivity. Designed and developed for rough Indian 
terrains, these machines are setting new standards in the Indian 
market. Latest innovations in these loaders include intelligent 
tools and a powerful 76/90 hp Kirloskar engine. A reduction in 
work time and fuel consumption directly impacts the total cost 
of ownership. 
It is designed for operator ease of access, which makes the 
maintenance of these machines an effortless affair. Excavator 
bucket is designed in such a way to extract maximum material 
per dig with lesser chance of spillage. This is done by giving 
maximum bucket rotation of 194 degree, which results in faster 
and productive digging. 

Promising Augmentations:
Recently Carraro debuted its new modular transmission concept, 
THE (Transmission Hydrostatic Electric). The aim behind this concept 
is to give vehicle manufacturers a solution where they can fit out 
a vehicle with a hydrostatic or electric version, without having to 
make changes to the chassis or driveline layout. THE transmissions 
are highly configurable and will be available in two versions, with 
synchronized 2-speed, and with powershift. Optional configurations 
of THE transmissions include an emergency brake and a 4WD 
disconnect system. This highly versatile solution is particularly 
suitable for telescopic handlers, backhoe loaders, compact and 
small wheel loaders, as well as wheeled excavators.
In another interesting development, Simformotion has announced 
the release of the new Cat Simulators Backhoe Loader System. 
Set in a construction environment, the system teaches students 
and operators how to work a backhoe loader (BHL) from machine 
inspection to driving, braking, trenching, lifting and more. Simulation 
is an alternative to using actual machines for heavy equipment 
operator training.
With such incredible innovations in place, the demand for 
the backhoe loaders is only set to grow in the country. Today 
construction companies are not only asking for genx technology 
products, but they are also looking for conveniences and 
operating efficiencies. This is where companies like JCB, CASE 
Construction and other global players are winning the race with 
their enhanced service offerings and high user-friendly quotient. 
Market Research Future report predicts that the backhoe loader 
market is expected to gain a market value of $25,891.8 million by 
2030 at a CAGR of 7.1% over the forecast period of 2022-2030. 
Going ahead, cost efficiencies and better utilization will be the 
two overarching factors that will define the scope & expanse of 
backhoe loaders globally. 
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CASE Loader Backhoes:  
Built for new tomorrow

With a high focus on infrastructural 
development, India is slowly and gradually 
moving towards becoming a developed 
nat ion. Indian government ’s bul l i sh 
approach towards ongoing and upcoming 
projects will change the appearance of 
urban as well as rural India. Moreover, 
the aim is to build last-mile connectivity 
benefit ting businesses through ease of 
transport and mobility. This has and will 
continue to propel the demand for the 
construction equipment segment in the 
country. 
For these projects, one of the major 
requirements will be Backhoe Loaders. 
Knowing that the market is loaded with 
options for the buyer, it is significant to 
determine one’s needs and capacities, 
since the number of models available in 
the market can be significantly large and 
confusing. Today’s construction equipment 

is fuel-efficient and economical, leading to 
customer satisfaction and building a long-
lasting relationship with the brand.
CASE Construction has 180 years of global 
experience and three decades of domestic 
experience in manufacturing world-class 
quality machines in India. The company 
offers a range of loader backhoes in the 
country. One of the testaments of CASE 
India’s superior quality machines will be 
the CASE 770EX Loader Backhoe, as it is 
one of the most suitable machines for 
urban and agricultural use. It is powered 
by a home-grown H4C4 engine that 
offers excellent reliability and durability. 
The new-generation’s hydraulics provides 
more output per litre, along with two auto 
selection modes (ECO and One Touch Idle) 
that helps improve fuel efficiency up to 6%. 
Moreover, the machine is easy on pocket 
with low maintenance cost, due to its class 

CASE CE has a rich legacy 
of pioneering construction 

equipment in India and 
across the world.

The company’s Backhoe 
Loaders are tailor-made 

for tough applications, 
versatile operations across 

terrains, and fulfil all the 
demands of the discerning 

Indian market. 
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leading engine technology.
The machine comes with a host of functionality such as a 
spacious cabin in the category for safe operations. The S’tyled 
backhoe boom offers best-in-class reach & dig depth with a 
heavy-duty boom design. The straight loader arm helps with 
better truck loading, and the new spill guard bucket improves 
the fill factor and reduces damage to the engine hood. The 
backhoe bucket with a unique lifting hook further increases 
productivity. 
Another good example is the highly versatile and recently 
launched Loader Backhoe from CASE - 770 NXe, which 
provides a right balance between power and efficiency. This 
multipurpose equipment features a cutting-edge Electro-
Hydraulic variable displacement pump, coupled with the 
proven FPT S8000 49.5 hp engine that promises to deliver 
exceptional productivity across applications, without any 
compromise. 
The engine, by CASE’s sister brand FPT Industrial, is designed 
to offer higher efficiency and is renowned for its class leading 
torque delivery. It provides unparalleled performance in tough 
loader applications with faster response time and optimum 
fuel efficiency. The engine’s new generation hydraulics with 
its variable displacement pump optimizes hydraulic oil flow 
according to the load, and improves fuel consumption, 
resulting in significant savings.  It also offers faster cycle time 
compared to a gear pump, thereby improving productivity on 

site. 
The 770 NXe offers three working modes – ECO, STANDARD and 
POWER. The ECO mode delivers better fuel efficiency by up 
to 22% as compared to the EX series. The STANDARD mode 
gives a perfect balance of fuel efficiency and productivity 
while the POWER mode offers 10% higher productivity against 
competition models. With the acclaimed CARRARO axle and 
transmission, the new 770 NXe is capable of handling load 
up to 10 tons, ensuring better operations in any condition and 
reliability even in the toughest applications. 770 NXe also offers 
the lowest maintenance cost compared to its counterparts.
The machine is designed with the CASE’s DNA S-shaped boom 
that offers better reach on the ground as well as on high body 
trucks, better transport height, and uninterrupted visibility. With 
a sloping and lockable engine hood and the widest rear side 
window, the 770NXe provides excellent worksite visibility. The 
loader backhoe’s spacious cabin with ergonomically located 
controls provides a comfortable environment for the operator. 
The modern information cluster layout bristles with features 
such as the 12V power socket, electrical side shift lock, and 
audio–visual alert system, keeping operator safety, comfort and 
convenience at the core.
CASE Construction has always prioritised customers’ need and 
has offered products basis their requirement. 

For more details visit: www.casece.com/apac/en-in
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TATA REALTY’S RAMANUJAN INTELLION PARK BECOMES 
INDIA’S FIRST EDGE ZERO CARBON PROJECT

TATA Realty’s Chennai commercial asset - Ramanujan Intellion 
Park, becomes the first Indian campus to be recognized with 
the EDGE Zero Carbon certification by the International Finance 
Corporation (IFC).
EDGE’s new Zero Carbon certification allows asset owners to map a 
quantified path to zero carbon and attain immediate recognition 
through certification. This recognition comes as India reiterated its 
climate goals during the COP 27meeting in Egypt.
Tata realty’s participation in COP 27 (Egypt Climate Summit) is one 
of the small steps taken by the company in order to combat the 
global climate emergency. In order to meet the Paris Agreement, 
there is a need for every building constructed to meet the Zero 
Carbon goals by 2050.
Ramanujan Intellion Park has achieved a complete reduction of 
emissions through renewables or carbon off-sets, saving more 
than 20 percent on water and embodied energy in materials 
while attaining over 40 percent energy savings on-site. This is a 
step towards Tata Realty’s ESG approach to being a “Responsible 
Real Estate Developer Leading the Change with Purpose”.
Sanjay Dutt, MD & CEO, Tata Realty and Infrastructure Limited, 
said, “Tata Realty has always endeavoured to exceed its ESG goals 
and has placed sustainability on high significance. According 
to International Energy Agency (IEA), by 2050, buildings and 
the construction sector combined will be responsible for 30 
percent of total global energy consumption and 27 percent of 
total energy sector emissions. We will develop green buildings 
with LEED platinum certification, WELL certification, and IFC EDGE 
certification. In addition to this, we will have an enhanced focus 
on renewable energy inclusion in our energy mix. On the social 
front, we have taken a commitment to touch over one lac lives 
positively.” As per the IEA, buildings around the world contribute to 
about 40% to the current greenhouse gas emissions. This has led 
long term investors like pension funds and financial institutions to 
analyze the overall energy efficiency of their portfolios.
“With buildings responsible for a significant amount of emission 
and energy consumption, scaling up innovation to support 
availability of more resource-efficient and affordable buildings 
in emerging markets is vital to addressing climate change and 
reaching the global goal of net-zero emissions,” said Wendy 
Werner, India Country Head at IFC. “We are encouraged by 
the commitment shown by Tata Group and other private sector 
players in India to contribute to the global climate goals and build 
a a sustainable future. Our hope this that this will encourage more 
builders and developers to aim for zero emissions and take part 
in the EDGE certification process.”
After establishing its strong foothold in Chennai, Gurugram, and 
Mumbai, TATA Realty and Infrastructure Limited aims to add 10 mn. 
Sq. ft. in the next 3 years and move towards its goal of having a 
portfolio of 45 million sq. ft. by 2027.
TATA Realty and Infrastructure Limited is a 100% subsidiary of Tata 
Sons and one of the leading real estate development companies 
in India with an extensive portfolio of over 50 projects across 15 
cities. TATA Realty and Infrastructure Limited has developed 16.8 
mn. Sq. ft. of commercial projects and has ~30 mn. sq. ft. of 
projects under development & planning.

GODREJ PROPERTIES ACQUIRES TWO LAND PARCELS IN 
NOIDA FOR `377 CRORE

Godrej Properties Ltd has acquired two land parcels for a 
residential project in Noida from the local authority through an 
auction for `377 crore. The authority had received five bids for 
two plots and Godrej has emerged as the highest bidder for both.
“The Noida authority will earn `377 crore from the auction and 
this will attract investment of `2,000 crore,” Noida authority said 
in a statement. The acquired plot is spread across 25,000 square 
metre and DLF and Golf Green mansions were the other shortlisted 
bidders but they did not participate in the auction.
The minimum price for each plot was `188 crore. The developer 
will have to make the full payment within three months.
Godrej properties has recently entered into an agreement for 
outright purchase of a 50 acres land parcel in Manor, Palghar.
The company also acquired approximately 7-acres land parcel 
in the vicinity of Indiranagar, Bengaluru. This project is estimated 
to have a developable potential of approximately 0.6 million sq 
ft of saleable area. It has an estimated booking value potential 
of approximately `750 crore.
Godrej Properties had also acquired 0.5 acres land parcel from 
the Karam Chand Thapar (KCT) group to develop a luxury project 
near Carmichael Road, Mumbai. This project has an estimated 
booking value potential of approximately `1,200 crore.

RELIANCE INDUSTRIES’ SUBSIDIARY BUILDING GREEN 
SMART CITY NEAR GURUGRAM

A subsidiary of Reliance Industries Ltd. is building a smart city near 
Gurugram, and one of the four Japanese businesses that will be 
housed there has broken ground for a medical devices division.
The company said in a statement: “Model Economic Township 
Limited (MET City), a wholly owned subsidiary of Reliance Industries 
Limited (RIL), is creating a world-class Greenfield Smart City near 
Gurugram, Haryana. Four of the top Japanese corporations are 
located in the integrated industrial township of MET City, a Japan 
Industrial Township (JIT). The Japanese businesses Panasonic, 
Denso, and T-Suzuki are all located in MET City. The project’s 
trunk infrastructure, which consists of a water treatment facility, a 
220 KV substation built by MET City, a broad road network, and 
considerable landscaping, has already been completed.

VASCON ENGINEERS INKS JV AGREEMENT FOR 
COMMERCIAL PROJECT IN KHARADI, PUNE

Vascon has signed the JDA with Landowner to develop a 
commercial project at Kharadi a well-established and growing 
market of Eastern Pune. This project will offer approximately 2.15 
Lakhs square feet of development area and will be developed as 
a Retail and office premises. Vascon has already developed more 
than 15 lakh square feet residential project in Kharadi, and this 
project will significantly strengthen Vascon’s Commercial portfolio 
in Eastern Pune. Commenting on this Siddharth Vasudevan, 
Managing Director, Vascon Engineers Ltd said, “I am happy that 
we are moving a step ahead with this towards our vision and focus 
for Real Estate business. This project will give us a commercial 
launch in East Pune after 5 years. We have had our success in 
commercial projects in East Pune in Viman Nagar & Kalyani Nagar, 
now Kharadi will add on to the portfolio as well.”
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INFINITI RETAIL LEASES 6.30 LAKH SQ FT AT WELSPUN 
ONE’S BHIWANDI LOGISTICS PARK FOR 18 YEARS

Infiniti Retail, a subsidiary of the Tata Group, has picked up nearly 
6.30 lakh sq ft warehousing space at Welspun Logistics Park in 
Bhiwandi near Mumbai through a long-term lease of 18 years.
The consumer durables and electronics retailer, operating under 
the brand name Croma, has entered into an agreement for the 
same with DBG Estates, a subsidiary of Welspun One Logistics 
Parks (WOLP), an integrated fund, development, and asset 
management organization. The company will be paying a total 
lease rental of `531 crore through the entire term of the lease. The 
rentals including the common area maintenance charges in the 
first year will be `1.63 crore per month for this warehousing space.
As part of the agreement, DBG Estates is not allowed to terminate 
the lease until its tenure comes to an end, while Infiniti Retail will 
have a lock-in period of 48 months, showed the documents 
accessed through CRE Matrix, a real estate data analytics firm.
The company will get rent-free access to the property for three 
months for fitouts. While the early access will be given to Infinity 
Retail on February 1, 2023, the final handover of the leased 
premises after the completion of handover of the leased premises 
will be on May 1, 2023. Infiniti Retail will be paying security deposit 
of a total `6.51 crore in three tranches including the execution 

of the letter of intent, signing of the lease deed, and the lease 
commencement date. As part of the deal, Infiniti Retail will get 
exclusive access to a total 373 parking slots comprising 15 car 
parks, 278 bike parks and 50 truck parks. Infiniti Retail and Welspun 
One remained unanswered until the time of going to press. At 
its Bhiwandi and Gurgaon’s Farukhnagar logistics parks, Welspun 
One has recently delivered operational warehousing facilities 
spread over 4 lakh sq ft to e-commerce focused tech-driven 
logistics company Ecom Express. The demand for warehousing 
space has stood out in the last few quarters led by penetration 
of e-commerce and growth of third-party logistics in the middle 
of the ongoing pandemic scenario. According to experts, the 
accelerated adoption of e-commerce, same-day or next-day 
delivery commitments fulfilled by third-party logistics companies, 
and the need to diversify supply chains are pushing demand 
for warehousing and logistics. A favourable regulatory backdrop 
along with the government’s support through policy and reforms 
are further expected to boost the infrastructure spend and in turn 
the overall demand for modern warehousing. The industrial and 
logistics segment has become a key growth driver in real estate 
and expansion of the online retail sector has resulted in greater 
demand for warehousing, thereby resulting in higher investments 
in infrastructure and supply chain modernisation.

TATA CAPITAL HOUSING FINANCE LOOKING TO RAISE 
`3000 CRORE FROM NHB

In order to expand its business, Tata Capital Housing Finance, a 
Tata Capital subsidiary, intends to make a significant push into 
the home loan market. To do so, it is looking for capital of `3,000 
crore from the National Housing Bank and intends to raise `1,000 
crore through bonds. Both retail and real estate developers will be 
eligible for financing from the organisation.
The funds are being sought as the company’s loan portfolio 
grows, going from `29,311 crore on March 31 to `33,201 crore as 
of September 30 this year. Loans to real estate developers made 
up the remaining 55% of the overall portfolio, followed by loans 
against property (27%), and retail housing loans (55%).

KSB WINS `28 CRORE PROJECT FROM BHARAT PUMPS 
AND COMPRESSORS

KSB Limited has bagged an approval for bid submitted under 
e-Auction for sale of technology - Intellectual Property Rights / 
Drawings of Bharat Pumps and Compressors Limited (BPCL), 
Naini, Prayagraj. As per the filing, the Company is in process of 
accepting the said contract of sale of technology by BPCL, by 
paying the required security deposit. The security deposit is to be 
paid within 7 days of approval of bid and the balance payment 
alongwith applicable taxes and duties to be paid within 21 days of 
approval of bid. On receipt of balance payment by BPCL, Delivery 
Order will be issued to the Company. Total bid price is `28 crore 
plus applicable taxes and duties.

JK TYRE & INDUSTRIES TO INVEST `1,100 CRORE IN 
INCREASING PRODUCTION CAPACITY OVER 2 YEARS

With consumer demand soaring in rural and semi-urban regions 
throughout the holiday season, JK Tyre & Industries is on track to 
invest `1100 crore over the next two years to increase production 
capacity. “While globally there are concerns that may slow down 
growth in overseas markets, there is a buoyancy in demand here,” 
Anuj Kathuria, President (India), JK Tyre & Industries, told ET. Sales 
have gotten a boost from the holiday season, especially in rural 
and semi-urban regions. We are preparing for increased levels of 
production with regular monsoons and a growing rural economy.

For the second quarter ending September 30, 2022, JK Tyre & 
Industries reported a 23% fall in net profit to `50 crore. However, 
overall revenue climbed to `3,764 crore in the reviewed period 
from `2,998 crore in Q2FY22. The company’s operational margins 
increased as a result of favourable market circumstances.
Due to improved economic activity and increased government 
spending on infrastructure projects, the company anticipates 
that demand in the domestic market will continue robust moving 
forward. With some easing witnessed in pricing last quarter, pressures 
from the unheard-of rise in raw material costs - seen in the prior 
seven quarters - are also anticipated to ease off moving forward.

WELSPUN ONE AND KARNATAKA GOVT SIGN MOU FOR 
`2,000 CRORE INVESTMENT

A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) has been signed 
between the government of Karnataka and Welspun One 
Logistics Parks (WOLP), an integrated fund, development, and 
asset management firm, to increase WOLP’s footprint in the South 
Indian warehousing market. With the aid of this partnership, the 

corporation wants to invest a total of `2,000 crore in Karnataka. 
Over a five-year period, 6.28 million square feet will be devoted 
to the construction of the warehouses and logistics parks, which 
will result in the creation of more than 6,000 jobs.
Welspun One stated in a release that it aims to efficiently 
utilize both public and private land parcels in Karnataka for the 
development of Grade A storage facilities and logistics parks.
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STRUCTURAL AUDIT OF HIGH-RISES IN NOIDA APPROVED
The Noida Authority board has approved a policy proposal for 
structural audit of high-rise buildings in the city, according to an 
official statement. The policy defines roles and responsibilities of 
the builder as well as the residents’ association vis-a-vis repair 
of structures, if found defective during audit. The decision was 
taken during the 207th board meeting of the Noida Authority 
held at its office in Sector 6 here on Saturday. The meeting was 
chaired by Uttar Pradesh Infrastructure and Industrial Development 
Commissioner and Noida Authority chairman Arvind Kumar 
with Noida Authority chief executive officer Ritu Maheshwari in 
presence. While the policy has been approved by the board, it 
would take around a week for it to get implemented due to paper 
work at the local level, a senior official told PTI. There are around 
100 high-rise projects in Noida, many of them having multiple 
towers, the official added. In relation to structural audit of multi-
storey buildings located in the authority area, the statement read: 
“the structural policy was prepared by the Noida Authority on the 
demand of flat buyers and AOA (apartment owner’s association), 
in which the Structural Audit Policy has been approved by the 
Authority Board with partial modifications”. “According to this 
policy, the structural audit report from empanelled IIT or NIT or 
expert institutions will be submitted by the developer before the 

partial or full occupancy certificate is issued,” according to the 
statement. It stated that even after the issuance of partial or full 
occupancy certificate, in any project, if 25 per cent or more 
allottees of AOA or tower complain about structural defects, the 
committee constituted at the authority level will examine the 
complaint and decide whether the structural defect is of minor 
category or comes under major category.
“For structural defects of major category, structural audit will 
be conducted from expert institutions. Under the Apartment 
Ownership Act, it is the responsibility of the builder to remove the 
structural defects within two years,” it stated.
“According to the RERA Act, the responsibility of removing the 
structural defects rests with the builder for five years and after five 
years with the AOA. This period will be calculated after the issue 
of occupancy certificate of the entire scheme, “ according to 
the statement. At present, it has been decided by the Board that 
if the structural audit report comes negative, then the structural 
defects will be removed by the builder within five years from the 
date of issue of occupancy, it stated. In the cases of two to five 
years period, the authority will inform the Real Estate Regulatory 
Authority (RERA) to get the action taken by the builder to rectify the 
deficiencies found after getting the audit done by the empanelled 
agency, it added.

GANESH INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX STARTS TWO MORE 
INDUSTRIAL PARKS

Ganesh Industrial Complex, situated in Kolkata, has added two 
more industrial parks totalling 500 acres at a cost of `100 crore.
Due to the exponential growth in the number of e-commerce 
companies that need to hold more merchandise close to 
customers, the demand for warehouses in India’s Tier-1 and Tier-2 
cities has surged. The industrial and warehouse real estate markets 
in India are expected to keep growing and expanding.
Ganesh Industrial Complex, which offers warehousing solutions to 
a number of companies in and around West Bengal, is the driving 
force behind this boom in Eastern India. In four present parks in 
Ranihati, Rauta, and Panchla, close to Kolkata, they have cutting-
edge warehouse facilities with cutting-edge amenities, totalling 
17,424,000 square feet. The initiatives of Ganesh Complex are in 
line with the Make in India strategy, which intends to accelerate 
the expansion of the manufacturing sector, add 100 million new 
manufacturing jobs by 2025, and raise its GDP contribution to 
25% by the same year. As part of the EASTPANSION initiative, 
Ganesh Complex is continually promoting investment, stimulating 
innovation, improving skill development, protecting intellectual 
property, and building a top-notch infrastructure for manufacturing 
in Eastern India. Since 2021, the West Bengal government has 
approved reducing the amount of land required for industrial 
parks from twenty acres to five acres. Additionally, all rural and 
urban parts of the state have mobile connectivity, and there 
is always access to reliable power, gas, water, and telecom 
services. excellent networks of roads and rail. For both mid-scale 
and large-scale enterprises, the industrial parks offer the perfect 
warehousing options. The parks are around 50 kilometres from 
Kolkata,and strategically located, and is connected to NH-6 and 
Bombay Road at Panchla and Ranihati. Modern warehouses and 
industry-specific amenities are both present in the complex.

ASK PROPERTY FUND, SHRIRAM PROPERTIES COME 
TOGETHER TO INVEST IN REAL ESTATE IN BANGALORE, 

CHENNAI, HYDERABAD
ASK Property Fund, the ASK Group’s alternative asset investment 
division, and real estate developer Shriram Properties have agreed 
to establish an investment platform for the purchase of residential 
real estate projects. 
Shriram Properties and ASK will co-invest in residential and planned 
development projects in Bangalore, Chennai, and Hyderabad as 
part of the platform agreement.
The platform will receive cumulative pledges of up to `500 crores, 
and the committed cash is anticipated to be spent over the 
course of the following 12 months.
Through its managed Category II Alternative Investment Fund, ASK 
will make investments.
Shriram and ASK previously collaborated on the construction of 
Shriram Chirping Woods, a residential apartment complex on 
Sarjapur Road in Bangalore. In 2020, ASK successfully withdrew 
from the investment. In accordance with the new platform, Shriram 
and ASK have already committed their first investment in a plotted 
development project in North Bangalore.
The platform would invest up to `125 crores in the acquisition 
and development of this project, which has already received all 
essential clearances and has infrastructure development that has 
been half completed.
 The projected project, which has an 8-lakh square foot saleable 
area, is scheduled to debut in the third quarter of 2022–2023. 
Private equity investments in self-liquidating mid-income and 
affordable residential and commercial segments are the 
main emphasis of ASK Property Fund. Since 2009, ASK Property 
Investment Advisors has received funding from family offices, 
ultra-high net worth individuals (UHNI), high net worth people, and 
institutions totalling around `5,000 crore.
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VAISHNAVI GROUP TO REDEVELOP BANGALORE’ 
CHALUKYA HOTEL

Realty firm Vaishnavi Group and the owners of Chalukya hotel in 
Bengaluru are finalising the terms of an agreement under which 
the iconic property will be redeveloped into a grade-A office 
complex, people aware of the plan. Redevelopment of the 
property, which is owned by Mohammed Iqbal, is expected to 
take two years from the time the requisite approvals are in. It will 
offer 150,000 sq. ft. of office space, the people cited earlier said.
“Vaishnavi Group and the landowners who run the hotel are 
finalising the terms of the joint development agreement, and the 
deal is expected to be closed in another two weeks,” said two 
people aware of the transaction. Samrat restaurant in Chalukya 
hotel, located in the heart of the city, a stone’s throw from Vidhana 
Soudha, has been popular among politicians, bureaucrats, 
tourists and the city’s residents since 1977. “The popularity of the 
hotel is such that Basaveshwara Circle, where the hotel is located, 
is commonly known as Chalukya circle. It’s a landmark,” one of the 
persons cited earlier said. “Vaishnavi is seeing if they want to keep 
the brand name as Chalukya or opt for rebranding.” Vaishnavi 
Group has been developing commercial spaces for over two 
decades now. It had leased out 1.5 million sq. ft. last year. Across 
commercial and office segments, the realty firm’s projects in the 
pipeline offer an aggregate 4 million sq. ft. of space. Of this, 
plans are to launch 3 million sq. ft. in the near future. Bengaluru’s 
residential segment continues to see high absorption after the 
revival of the market and higher pre-commitment from corporates 
for large office spaces. According to real estate consultant JLL, 
from an overall market leasing perspective, January-September 
2022 leasing activity in Bengaluru stood at 8.2 million sq. ft. (23% of 
India’s total), already equalling the numbers for the full year 2021. 
In the first nine months of 2022, Bengaluru’s residential market 
recorded an all-time high sales of 35,446 units.

TARC LAUNCHES RESIDENTIAL PROJECT IN NEW DELHI 
‘TARC TRIPUNDRA’

TARC Ltd has launched its luxury residential project, TARC Tripundra. 
Nestled amidst the scenic and posh environs of Pushpanjali Farms 
on the main Bijwasan Road in New Delhi. Conveniently located 
within easy driving distance of commercial and social hubs 
across Delhi-NCR and located at an equidistant from Delhi and 
Gurugram, TARC Tripundra enjoys seamless connectivity to the 
Indira Gandhi International Airport and Aerocity. The premium 
project offers 3 and 4-BHK homes priced `4.5 crore onwards. The 
gated township stands out for its enormous Delhi green view, 7D 
security, indoor heated pool, terrace area with an open air theatre, 
star-view facility, and a meditation deck among other facilities. 
Amar Sarin, CEO & Managing Director – TARC Ltd said, “TARC 
Tripundra has been launched keeping in mind the aspirations of 
homebuyers to live within the Capital without worrying about the 
city’s hustle and bustle. Accordingly, our emphasis is on creating 
an upscale luxurious residential enclave that will be akin to an 
oasis within the bustling city. Moreover, since most of the flats face 
open areas on two or three sides, there is ample provision for the 
entry of natural light, fresh air and cross-ventilation across every 
apartment. The 6-feet-plus wide balconies and sundeck options 
also augment the charm of TARC Tripundra.”

JSW GROUP TO INVEST `1 LAKH CRORE IN KARNATAKA 
OVER 5 YEARS

The investments will go toward the development of a new 
greenfield port as well as the steel, green energy, cement, and 
paints industries. According to chairman Sajjan Jindal, the steel-
to-paints JSW Group will invest `1 lakh crore in Karnataka over 
the next five years across all of the group’s businesses. According 
to Jindal, the investments will go toward the development of a 
new greenfield port as well as the steel, green energy, cement, 
and paints industries. In the state where its flagship Vijayanagar 
steel factory is located, the business group has already made an 
investment of `1 lakh crore. Karnataka has been a leader in the 
development of industries and continues to offer a ripe ecosystem 
that fosters innovation and entrepreneurship at its core, he added.
The steelman also asked state officials to expedite the monetization 
of natural resources, not only to boost government revenues but 
also to address supply-side challenges that companies confront.
Given the high standards of education, proactive governance, 
and efficient policymaking in the state, which has also made 
Bangalore the start-up capital of India, Karnataka has maintained 
its position as one of the most sought-after investment destinations 
in the country, according to him.

L&T-LED REALTY ARM SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH 
CAPITALAND INDIA TRUST TO DEVELOP PRIME OFFICE 

SPACES IN INDIA
L&T Realty, the Real Estate Development arm of Larsen & Toubro 
and Singapore-listed CapitaLand India Trust Management 
Pte. Ltd., trustee-manager of CapitaLand India Trust (CLINT), 
have entered into a non-binding term sheet for a commercial 
platform to develop close to 6 million square feet (0.56 million 
square metres) of prime office spaces across Bengaluru, Chennai 
and Mumbai in India. Under this platform, L&T will build and 
develop office spaces - while CLINT will market the office spaces. 
Depending on the completion of these developments, CLINT 
expects majority of the capital commitment for the projects to 
start from 2H 2024 onwards. CLINT will acquire the ownership of 
these properties in a phased manner, the company said.

LULU GROUP MAY INVEST `1500 CRORE IN A NEW MALL 
IN GREATER NOIDA

The Lulu Group, which has its headquarters in Abu Dhabi, may 
invest `1500 crore to build a mall in Greater Noida in the NCR. The 
company’s representatives met with the authority and asked them 
to find suitable land. The Lulu Group, which already operates a 
mall in Lucknow, has committed `2500 crore to three new projects 
in Uttar Pradesh: in Varanasi, Prayagraj, and Greater Noida. The 
Lulu Group has also made plans to build Ahmedabad, Gujarat, 
the largest retail mall in India. This will be an NRI investment, and 
the `3,000 crore shopping mall would create 6,000 direct jobs 
and more than treble the state’s indirect employment. The last 
stages of the land acquisition negotiations for this project will 
see the laying of foundation stone early in 2023. The shopping 
centre will house more than 300 domestic and foreign brands, 
a multi-cuisine food court with seating for 3000 people, 15 
multiplex screens with Imax, India’s largest children’s entertainment 
complex, and numerous other attractions.
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The Indian crane market was valued at $922 million in 2021, and is 
expected to reach $1,248 million by 2027, registering a CAGR of over 

5.3%. While this is growth in figurative terms, recent innovations in smart 
design, technology and manufacturing are significantly impacting 
the growth of both Tower & Mobile Cranes market not only in India, 

but globally as well. These Smart Cranes are Modular, Adaptable and 
Intelligent. They are more compact and energy efficient to suit the 

needs of the growing construction landscape. Superseding the cranes of 
yesteryear, these Superior Cranes are enabling construction companies 

increase equipment uptime, save on maintenance & energy costs, 
enhance scalability and extend the life of their investments…. 

writes, PRERNA SHARMA.

CRANES – TOWER & MOBILE
SMART & SUPERIOR
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According to Research & Markets report, the global crane market 
is likely to grow at a CAGR of 6.8% during 2022-2031. The market 
generated a revenue of around $33,000 million at the end of 
2021 and is likely to produce revenue worth nearly $62,000 million 
by the end of 2031. The market growth is significantly driven by 
rising constructional activities and the growing need of housing. 
Moreover, higher prevalence of urbanization and increasing 
demand of all terrain cranes is expected to propel the market 
growth. The mobile crane is anticipated to garner the highest 
revenue of nearly $30,000 million by the end of 2031 by growing 
at a CAGR of 6.4% over the forecast period. The segment collected 
a revenue of nearly $16,000 million in 2021.
In the past few years, high economic growth has been seen in the 
construction industry in India owing to the high growth rate. Many 
heavy construction projects such as flyovers, railway projects, metro 
projects, and bridges have boosted the demand for heavy-duty 
mobile cranes over the past few years. The demand for mobile 
cranes is expected to increase, particularly for higher tonnage 
cranes used in several application segments. Apart from this, the 
use of mobile cranes is also growing in refinery expansion projects, 
and the renewable energy sector is also propelling the demand 
for mobile cranes. Furthermore, the rental industry plays a key role 
in the mobile crane segment of the market.

Fast Facts
 Facing challenges such as high cost of the equipment, 

setup time, and safety of the workers has always been 
one of the prime concerns of end users. Against this 
backdrop, some of the leading manufactures within the 
market are focusing on the development for enabling 
easy manoeuvrability of the tower cranes coupled with 
increasing the production capabilities.

 Due to their adaptability for medium to high-rise 
development projects and extended-duration needs, 
top-slewing cranes are in high demand. These cranes 
are designed to be stationery and rest on structural 
and steel bases to provide stability during weightlifting 
operations. The requirement to move big loads from 
one location to another in utility and construction 
applications is driving up demand for top-slewing 
models.

 The global mobile crane market was valued at 
$14,357.7 million in 2021, and is projected to reach 
$24,507.5 million by 2031, registering a CAGR of 5.3% 
from 2022 to 2031.
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MOBILE CRANES
The global mobile crane market was valued at $14,357.7 million 
in 2021, and is projected to reach $24,507.5 million by 2031, 
registering a CAGR of 5.3% from 2022 to 2031, according to 
Research & Markets. Mobile cranes are designed for lifting heavy 
objects on construction, manufacturing, and other sites. Mobile 
cranes have self erection abilities, which make them suitable for 
use in compact urban spaces and construction sites. The mobility 
feature of mobile cranes boosts their demand over static cranes. 
Mobile cranes provide the advantage of easy transit from one 
job site to another, unlike fixed cranes. In addition, they require 
very less time for installation and set-up and have self-decking and 
un-decking features. In addition, mobile cranes can be remotely 
operated, which reduces the risk of accidents and fatalities caused 
due to collapsing of weight. Moreover, mobile cranes typically have 
hydraulic telescopic booms or lattice booms and can be further 
attached with hook or other load handling devices. 
The integration of industry automation and remote operation has 
significantly increased their usability and operability, while keeping 
the cost of operation low. Furthermore, the introduction of hybrid 
cranes that are capable of operating on convention fuel as well 
as electricity has positively influenced the demand for mobile 
cranes. Moreover, the improvement in aftermarket services is also 
anticipated to drive the mobile crane market growth.
By boom type, the telescopic boom segment accounted for 
the highest mobile crane market share in 2021, owing to its ease 
of usability. According to the terrain type, all-terrain cranes have 
maximum contribution in the mobile crane market, mainly due 
to their versatility and high efficiency. In addition, all-terrain cranes 
provide high lifting capacity and superior mobility over rough as 
well as normal highways. Furthermore, wheel mounted cranes 
have high demand globally, owing to their compact size and easy 
manoeuvrability feature. 

TOWER CRANES
A GM Insight report stated that Tower Crane Market size surpassed 
$4 billion in 2021 and is projected to exhibit around 5% CAGR 
from 2022 to 2030. Rapid urbanization and ongoing expansion 
of industrial and commercial sectors worldwide will boost the 
industry demand. To address affordability concerns associated 
with tower cranes, many companies are introducing rental services 
for construction projects. These models are gaining momentum 
as they help avoid initial investment costs as well as offer fewer 
maintenance requirements, no depreciation cost, and reduced 
repair costs. Additional benefits of these rental service include time-
saving capabilities in applications such as transportation, on-site 
setup, and transportation.
The hammerhead tower crane market size is expected to witness 
around 7% growth rate between 2022 and 2030. These cranes are 
gaining traction owing to their ability to facilitate reliable handling 
of bulk materials and ensure accurate horizontal load movement. 
Increasing technological advancements in crane technology 
and the construction of smart city projects will fuel the demand for 
such tower cranes. The market revenue of bottom slewing cranes 
is anticipated to attain 4% gains through 2030. These cranes are 
widely used at private construction sites and are in high demand 
among contractors. A surge in low-rise and short-term construction 
projects that are backed by private and public organizations will 
complement the equipment utilization.
According to Mordor Intelligence report, with rapid urbanization, the 
need for tower cranes is expected to increase in the future. The 5T 
and 10T lifting capacity cranes are expected to be the most used 
type in construction activity, due to the broad spectrum of uses 
these cranes can offer. Also, most of the materials that need lifting 
from the crane falls under this category and has also led to these 
segments leading the market. 
The availability of different designs for this lifting capacity category 
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has attracted a lot of interest and attention from potential buyers 
and contractors of different agencies and countries. The increased 
demand for these machines in several sectors like energy, oil, and 
gas, and port-material handling requirements is another major 
advantage for this category of cranes. Also, the high tip hoisting 
capacity offered by the 10T capacity cranes is an attractive 
characteristic for buyers looking for heavyweight hoisting up over 
huge heights. The lower emissions from these cranes and the ease 
of usage in terms of adding and removing the crane bars for the 
flexible height of the crane is another advantage.

Advancing at the rapid pace
Technological advancements are a key trend gaining popularity 
in the cranes market. Automation is taking place in the cranes 
market to gain work efficiency, with the incorporation of anti-
collision, zoning, and internet-based setup. Companies operating 
in the cranes market are utilizing advanced technologies such as 
artificial intelligence, machine learning, and computer vision for the 
development of autonomous cranes. These cranes’ movements 
are being monitored by operators in a control room using onboard 
cameras and a remote-control station. The key target of these new 
systems is to exclude the workforce from a potentially dangerous 
and challenging working environment involving enormous 
machinery and transported to the safety and comfort of a control 
room via remote crane operation. 
In addition to remote monitoring, some new systems can also 
detect load weight and positioning, helping operators make 
smarter decisions relative to available space. Another innovation 
is a crane with optimized pulley rope angles, which extend the life 
of wire hoisting ropes. This makes the angles smaller, reducing wear 
on the rope. Smart systems also communicate the condition of wire 
ropes and recommend replacement when needed. Additionally, 
new cranes are smaller, reducing the need for expensive building 

renovations. Because smaller cranes can operate in much tighter 
spaces, they can position loads more precisely, as stated in 
Konecranes’ technical insights.
Keeping up with its innovative streaks, Liebherr is expanding its 
successful series of flat-top cranes with the new 300 EC-B 12 Fibre 
and 270 EC-B 12. Both machines are ideal for sites requiring heavy 
hoists and meet all the main requirements placed on a modern 
crane fleet. The 300 EC-B 12 Fibre features the Liebherr fibre rope 
and therefore delivers significantly better performance values than 
similar cranes with a steel rope. The fibre rope also has a much 
longer service life which means that the rope has to be changed 
less frequently. That makes operation even more economical and 
increases the crane’s availability. The 300 EC B 12 Fibre has a 70 
metre jib and delivers a lifting capacity at the jib head of 3250 
kgs. The “Tough Guys” have been designed for simple transport 
and erection, which also delivers major cost benefits for rental 
businesses. The counter-jib, slewing platform and jib segments can 
be carried to the site in just four transport units due to their smart 
stacking system. This also makes a major contribution to reducing 
greenhouse gases. The jib and counter-jib can be attached to 
the slewing platform easily, conveniently and safely. This is all 
made possible by Liebherr’s time-tested quick-release connectors. 
Depending on the requirements at the site, the jib can be extended 
or reduced in 2.5 metre sections.
Recently, XCMG “XGT15000-600S”, the world’s largest tower 
crane with 10 world first technologies, successfully rolled off the 
production line, achieving a new breakthrough in the field of 
bridge construction equipment. It is reported that the XGT15000-
600S has a maximum lifting height of 400m and a maximum 
lifting weight of 600t, which will effectively solve the problems 
of heavy lifting components, high construction height and 
large operation span of the project. The XGT15000-600S has 
conquered over 20 of the world’s top technical bottlenecks with 
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industry-leading overall technological capability. The pioneering 
dual-boom modular parallel combination technology has solved 
the manufacturing, installation and transportation problems of the 
super large lifting booms; the world’s first four-bar linkage double 
amplitude cooperative operation technology has solved the 
limited installation space and linkage design problems for 600 ton 
super rope capacity; and the first hoisting wire rope space layout 
technology has solved the problem of steel wire rope twisting with 
super high lifting height. The tower crane has also completed over 
2,000 lifting tests and 1,440 hours of non-stop testing, heralding a 
new chapter of development for super-scale tower cranes. The 
XGT15000-600S was crafted based on the S series tower crane 
technology platform with core advantages including high safety 
level, intelligent technology, strong functionality, high quality, precise 
modules and excellent performance. The tower crane adopts the 
combined design of a flat head main tower, boom auxiliary tower 
and manned elevator. 
The new CTT 222-10 is the newest in the line of city class flat top 
cranes that is to be offered by Terex Tower Cranes. The flat top 
tower crane is one that must be versatile as it works in a wide variety 
of job sites. “City class” refers to the design feature of the crane that 
ensures it is the best option for use within city settings, and this is the 
adaptability of the crane. Specifically, this refers to the premium 
design features such as Terex Power Plus (TPP) – a design feature that 
enables the crane to up the power by 10% when needed; Terex 
Power Match (TPM) – an economic addition to this fleet of cranes, 

this puts the crane into an energy saving mode; T-Link – the Terex 
telematics system that enables remote access to the fleet data at 
anytime and from anywhere via the web. 
And very important the T-Torque – the Terex slewing technology that 
gives better control and increased precision over the crane slewing, 
including customizable settings, no matter the wind direction, tower 
system and jib configuration. This allows for extremely accurate 
control giving the operator complete personalization to how these 
controls are set up allowing for optimal control according to the 
operator themselves. These features allow the crane to perform as 
required in whatever setting it is used. Not only does the CTT 222-10 
have these incredible features, but it also can be easily set up and 
erected with a 1.60m, 1.95m or 2.10m tower mast depending on 
the needs and requirements of the user and setting it’s in. This not 
only proves the versatility of the crane, but also the helps to balance 
the investment in this machine.
MTC 3625 Mobile Tower Crane from ACE is a self-erecting / self-
folding mobile tower crane. Operations can be easily affected 
by a single operator through a remote control pod. The crane 
is mounted on a towable type trailer with compact dimensions 
for easy transportation. To minimise the dead weight for long 
distance transportation, the counter weight box is designed with 
trap doors to enable general ballast use as counter weight. The 
chassis design enables a short turning radius and easy positioning. 
An optional prime mover with a built-in 25KVA generator makes the 
machine totally independent of any outside electric source and a 
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separate carrier vehicle. The crane uses only a part of the power 
and generator can be used for other side equipment like mixers, 
vibrators and job site lighting systems. 
Comansa has expanded its range of luffing jib cranes, with the new 
hydraulic LCH300 model. Through this new hydraulic model, tower 
crane manufacturer has optimised the luffing mechanism to offer 
even greater performance and efficient assembly, in addition to 
a reduction of the radius when out of service. It has a reach of 25 
to 60 metres, with configurations every five metres. The minimum 
working radius is 4 m and the minimum radius when out of service 
is 9 m. This is an important aspect to take into account in places 
with limited space, which are what luffing jib cranes are designed 
for. It has manual reeving changing of 1T (direct pulling) and 2T. 
The maximum load capacity is 8t with the 1T configuration and 
16t with the 2T configuration. The maximum load at the jib end is 
3,400 and 3,150kg, respectively. Thanks to the Effi-Plus technology, 
it is possible to increase the speed of the lifting mechanism without 
affecting consumption, which allows for reduced load cycles and 
improved productivity of the crane.
Moreover, Comansa has developed Crane Mate, a new digital 
solution for fleet management and crane monitoring. Crane 
Mate provides real time technical information, location, alerts and 
productivity and maintenance parameters for the tower cranes. 
Additionally, amongst other features, it facilitates seamless reporting 
& configuring events and recording machinery rental periods and/
or the duration of construction projects.

Innovative horizons
Cranes are general-purpose lifting equipment widely used in 
construction industries. Crane operators must operate multiple 
levers simultaneously while checking the position of the load visually. 
In addition, cranes are affected by the boom deflection and wind, 
so it takes a long time to become a proficient crane operator. On 
the other hand, the number of skilled crane operators in Japan 
is declining due to the aging population. Taking the cognizance 
of the matter, DeepX and Tadano have started a joint research 
project of crane automation utilizing AI technology. The aim of 
this project is to improve safety at work sites by simplifying and 
automating mobile crane operations by utilizing AI technologies.
Mobile cranes are known to be one of the most difficult machines 
to operate on construction sites. Slewing and elevating motion in 
mobile cranes typically generates undesirable two-dimensional 
load-sway; therefore, crane operators must be highly skilled to 
suppress this sway upon completion of the point-to-point crane 
manoeuvre. DeepX and Tadano have therefore developed a 
control algorithm based on AI technology, leveraging simulator 
environment for controller optimization. Using this algorithm, the 
operator can safely and accurately move the load to the desired 
position while suppressing load sway.
Konecranes’ advanced technology provides high mechanical 
and electrical efficiency which reduces the crane’s overall energy 
consumption. Smart Features and process automation improve 
productivity, and further reduce energy consumption. For example, 
a fully automated crane with Konecranes DynAReg regenerative 
braking can recapture up to 30% of the crane’s braking energy, 
helping to decrease the overall energy consumption.
Manitowoc continues its expansion and investment in support 

services with the launch of CONNECT, a new digital platform 
launched at bauma 2022. It enables remote monitoring through 
an app-based system that gives owners and operators the ability 
to view real-time crane information, receive alerts, exchange data, 
and more with further functionality to be added in the future. The 
versatile CONNECT platform, with its wide-ranging capabilities, will 
advance fleet management, boost sustainability, streamline service 
and maintenance for users, and improve connectivity to cranes 
with the easy-to-use platform working across smartphones, tablets, 
and laptops. The new platform will be phased in, initially on Potain 
tower cranes and Grove all-terrain cranes. The company plans 
to add other product lines and brands in due course. CONNECT 
delivers an optimized user experience, assisting with set-up, 
simplifying maintenance, providing driver assistance systems, and 
more. Owners get real-time access to services and information with 
just a couple of taps on a screen.
The future of construction is high-tech and interconnected. That 
is why in addition to hardware product innovations, PALFINGER
is increasingly using smart solutions that set new standards. The 
innovative Smart Control to control the crane tip unites the crane 
with the operator and revolutionizes the work process. Instead of 
moving up to three different levers, Smart Control only requires 
one to move the crane tip horizontally or vertically. The operator 
therefore only needs to specify the direction of the crane tip, 
while the intelligent technology combines the necessary crane 
movements to reach the target position exactly.
However, precision is required not only for crane control. The work 
steps involved in loading and unloading containers also require 
precision down to the last millimeter. Since container handling is 
one of the biggest challenges in everyday working life, PALFINGER 
has taken this on and developed an intelligent assistant system 
— Smart Loading Assist. The latest version of this semi-automatic 
system was displayed for the first time at bauma 2022. The Smart 
Loading Assist adds a 3D camera system, sensors and a high-
performance computing unit to the hooklift. It works in a similar 
way to optical parking sensors and helps the operator to correctly 
position the hooklift in relation to the container. The integrated 
Obstacle Detection solution identifies any obstacles, or people, in 
the hazardous area and immediately warns the operator. The Smart 
Loading Assist also provides effective support during the unloading 
process to protect the surface on the ground, and the container.
A Triton study highlighted that growing trends in high-performance 
goods with lower carbon emissions and fuel economy have 
pushed companies to reinvent their product line and expand 
their presence in the mobile crane market. The increased eco-
consciousness among manufacturers encourages the installation 
of flexible hydraulic systems and multimode power output functions. 
This helps reduce crane fuel consumption and makes them more 
responsive to changing trends. As mentioned in one of Konecranes’ 
technical insights, “New, smaller cranes are also designed to be 
more energy efficient. New crane technology cycles energy back 
into the power grid, which greatly mitigates warehouse energy 
consumption and costs. Some cranes are even manufactured 
with recyclable materials, supporting a company’s goal of being 
more environmentally responsible.” With all these interesting 
developments in the offing, the cranes market is poised for a great 
leap ahead.
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SCHWING – XCMG is a company that fi rmly 
believes in aftermarket services

Known for introducing path breaking products Schwing Stetter India is today a complete infrastructure 
equipment partner in building a new India with equipment of international standards. In an exclusive 
interview to CONSTRUCTION OPPORTUNITIES, V. G. SAKTHIKUMAR, MD, SCHWING STETTER INDIA speaks 
about the crane industry, his company’s offerings, aftermarket services and a lot more.

Give a brief overview of the Cranes industry in India, latest trends and 
market dynamics.
The market looks upbeat, especially with the demand drive from 
the infrastructure development Sector which is witnessing an upward 
demand growth. One can say the market has picked up very well in 
tyre mounted medium and heavy-duty cranes, as a high number of 
SCHWING – XCMG cranes have been deployed in numerous projects 
of national and domestic importance.

Tell us of your various crane offerings their lifting capacities, 
applications and their demand in the Indian market.  
The machines with higher capacity are mainly used for refineries, green 
field project, high speed railways and metro. Few large crawler cranes 
with high weight capacities are also in demand for Wind turbines with 
increased HUB height. These industries are generating an immense 
demand drive for our cranes with promise of further surge of projects 
starting in the near future.

Please provide details on your emphasis on technology – features like 
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intelligent crane control systems and digital platforms imbibed in 
your cranes and innovations?  What are the advancements your 
have introduced or plan to introduce?
In our machines we have incorporated SLI for accurate & safe 
handling of material within the rated load capacity & mast sections 
are split type so while transportation they occupy less space & 
is easy to handle. It is easy while erecting & commissioning. In 
terms of safety features, we have the option of ACD (Anti Collision 
Device) for projects sites having multiple cranes working in close 
proximity. 

Detail us on the USP’s of your crane, ease of operating your 
machines, operator comfort and Safety features in your products.
Patented Telescoping technology from SCHWING – XCMG helps 
control boom extension and retraction sequences for smoother 
operation of telescopic structure. We are also the first in India to 
introduce All Axle steering in Truck cranes to significantly improve 
manoeuvrability. We have also introduced safety features like the 
Safe Load Indicator Systems which provides overload prevention, 
the wind speed alarms, alarm for operation on uneven ground, 
swing/travel alarms, etc. ensure that operator is well informed of 
the operating conditions and can avoid any probable operating 
difficulties.

Detail us about the steps initiated to upgrade the skill sets of 
technicians and operators?
Along with the high torque and speed, the tool and operator 
skill play a major role while working in hard strata. We provide 
best quality tools with application support and training to the 
operators on-site which will help the machine to display increased 

performance. We also provide recurring customer training 
programs through our nationwide dealerships. 

Tell us about the indigenisation efforts undertaken by the 
company to meet the market requirements
SCHWING – XCMG has expansive plans for the coming years to 
bring out machines with increased tonnage capacity from our 
global product range to the Indian CE market. Keeping in mind 
the rising cost of ownership of the machine, our team is ardently 
trying to source all the required material from indigenous vendors 
without any compromise in the quality of our products. These 
localized materials also accelerate our capability to support 
our customer with any spare part requirement or maintenance 
requirements. 

To what extent are aftermarket services a strategic differentiator.
SCHWING – XCMG is a company that firmly believes in aftermarket 
services, and we take pride in recognizing ourselves as one of the 
best client-service providers in the industry. Adding to our existing 
diligence in aftermarket servicing, the cutting-edge technology 
embedded in our machinery gives us an edge in premeditating 
the service and parts need of our machinery and planning the 
schedule to meet the requirements of our client without delay and 
fail. We believe that putting the customer first is key to becoming 
an industry leader in any sector. 

Your strategy in this price sensitive market
The current market trends are price sensitive as operating costs of 
construction and concreting machinery have increased majorly 
due to the hike in fuel prices. Price increase of steel and freight 
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charges are some backend issues we must tackle in reducing 
the price of our machines. SCHWING – XCMG’s solution to these 
problems has been the recently launched machine range which 
assures higher output capacity, economical fuel consumption 
and decreased logistic costs. With this product range we are able 
to facilitate a working environment that has higher productivity 
rates at lesser operating costs for our customers. 

Tell us about the new products you have launched or plan to 
launch in the near future
SCHWING – XCMG has recently added 14 new products to the 
concreting and construction equipment range. Our new launches 
are packed with features like IoT, Cloud data integration, increased 
ergonomics, and much more. SCHWING is also an exporter of 
product designs with the support of our design department 
inducted into our R&D wing. With experienced professionals 
working round-the-clock on various projects, we are always in the 
process of developing customized and updated machines to the 
market in the future as we have done in the past. We launched 
XE 215i KLC to the market adding to our existing product range of 
heavy-duty excavators.

Future outlook for the industry and from a company perspective
We have a positive outlook towards the growing market of concrete 
and construction equipment, which has given us the faculties to 
release a new range of 14 new machines recently. Our team is 
also working on fresh upgrades on the existing machinery to cater 
to the developing market and we are ready to release newer 
models if the demand increases.
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Comansa the Pioneers of Flat Top 
Technology in Tower Cranes

Since Pre cast construction & composite 
strutures concept gaining popularity & 
acceptance in building construction over the 
years. These concept   has inevitably increased 
demand for  bigger capacity tower Crane 
in Indian market. Precast methodology has 
the capacity to meet the demand for rising 
commercial as well as housing space and 
timely handover of the projects as required 
by RERA.Even the rise in composite building 
construction trends, the demand for Tower 
Cranes in higher capacity range has gone 
up as heavy prefabricated structure requires 
bigger capacity cranes to install. 
In recent trends  Indian Tower Crane market 
has witnessed shifts towards bigger capacity 
Tower cranes with Luffing Jib features specially 
in metro cities where in limited space 
restrictioons, precast or composite building 
construction challenges are to be addressed. 
Luffing Jib cranes in the capacity range 
of 18-24 Tons are in demand to meet the 
construction challenges in restricted spaces 
specially in congested Indian Metro cities.
Recently Comansa expanded its Luffing Jib 
cranes range by  launching new hydraulic 
luffing Jib Tower Crane model LCH 300 in 
recently held BAUMA at MUNICH, GERMANY 
from 24 Oct to 30 Oct 2022. LCH 300 is 
available in various verions embeded/Cross 
base & Travelling having capacity range of 
16 Ton with a jib reach of 60 meters. With the 
introduction of this model, Luffing mechanism 

is optimised to offer greater performance.
Recently Indian Tower crane industry has been 
witnessing a paradigm shift towards rental 
crane rather than to purchase.This shift is largely 
attributed to load dynamics especially in 
precast construction & composit construction. 
The load dynamics requires cranes with 
different capacity which is becoming difficult 
even for corporate companies to procure 
new cranes for new projects which are of 
shorter duration. Hence even the corporate 
companies are resorting to rental option 
firstly because of reduced project timelines & 
projects cost limtations which helps customers 
to meet the targets with in project  budgets.
Comansa has achieved another milestone 
by launching a new system  called Telematics 
which enables  crane owners to monitor & 
manage their fletts effectively , hence help 
them  improve safety & productivity of the 
cranes. This sytem has been highly useful for 
those crane owners who owns larger fleets 
of the cranes where real time monitoring of 
the cranes operatuon is needed, This sytem 
enables crane owners to monitor crane data 
on real time basis. 
Escorts Kubota Limited (Formerly Escorts Limited) 
have partenered with Comansa,  a  globally 
renowned Spanish Tower Crane manufacturer 
in 2009 who is pioneer in Flat top Tower crane 
Technology.  Comansa Tower  Crane has a 
very strong presence in India in last few years 
where demand for bigger capacity cranes is 

Indian Tower Crane 
Industry has witnessed a 

cyclic growth in recent 
past years with the total 

crane market close to 
yearly 450 Tower cranes 
in pre covid years and is 

inching close to reaching  
almost  same levels in post 

covid year 2022. These 
figures shows the Tower 

crane usage returning to 
normalacy indicating the 
rise in demand in Indian 
real estate market which 
is the main driving force 

for growth of Tower Cranes 
Industry in India. 
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on rise. Comansa Cranes with manufacturing standards compliant 
to European FEM 1.001 and EN 14439 are very robust and reliable 
catering to customers needs. Comansa’s fleet of Tower cranes in 
capacity range of 18 Ton to 50 Tons are very much in demand as 
this range of products are most suitable to latest precast concept 
trends in Indian Construction Industry.
Comansa cranes offers highest degree  of operational standards 
with all operations  controlled by Variable frequency drives where 
speed controls and transitions are very smooth and jerkless. 
Comansa uses drives from Bonfiglioli, Germany in all its drives 
which not only ensures safe operations of cranes but also optimum 
efficiency of the machine. Modularity of components is one unique 
feature where crane capacity is upgraded with minimum cost 
hence highly beneficial for rental companies. Power lift  is another 
unique feature of Comansa tower Cranes which improves the 
moment and load curve by 10 % more, hence offers customers 
extra flexibility in terms of outwards movement  of loads over jib but 
with lower speeds. Level Luffing is exclusive features of Comansa 
tower Cranes where load movement is locked and Jib Luffing 
is allowed to desired level which is very much in requirement at 
ship repair facilities and high end repair workshops. Hoist rope fall 
autochangeover makes Comansa tower Cranes different from 
its competitors as this mechanism is excellent feature which is 
highly beneficial for customers where lifting loads are varying and 
this feature ensures crane efficiency is utilised to its optimum as 
this ensures lighter loads are lifted at higher speed and heavier 
loads at slower speeds. Crane operator can effect this  rope fall 
autochangeover with just a  click of a button sitting inside the 
cabin itself.  Crane telescoping from all directions is special feature 
available in Comansa tower crane. This cutting edge design of the 
telescoping feature places comansa tower cranes in a special 
category to meet customers needs for changes in building 
planning at later stage of the construction. 
Comansa Tower Cranes are designed for safe operations of the 
crane. Hoisting movements are controlled by limit switches mounted 
over dynametric rings which compress and decompresses with the 
load movement and ensures crane operations manuevers with in 

adjusted safe working parameters. Visual display in operators cabin 
with all crane parameters displayed ensues the operator of safe 
operations of crane. Variable frequency drives with PLC controls 
not only  reduces complexity  of electrical circuits but also ensures 
crane attains maximum possible speed depending upon lifted 
load and ensures smooth operations of mechanism. Slowdown and 
cutoff features in all  limit switches operations ensures to overcome 
human error to avoid extensive damage at some point of time if 
there is any possibility of human error.
Since Tower Cranes being highly specialised field and hence 
challenging job to have trained and experienced Engineers to 
extend aftermarket support. But we at Escorts believe in  concept 
of train , retain and grow and based on our this concept we have 
engaged a team of very highly skilled engineers to support our 
product. We also keep updating our Engineers by imparting training 
with the latest development in tower crane features.
We can’t deny the fact that India is a very price sensitive market but 
at the same time Tower crane being a very special product which 
requires highest safety norms , we succeeded to great extend to 
convine customers about the possible outcomes of unsafe product. 
Since implementation of RERA, pressure is mounted over developers 
to complete the project in time frame and hence project duration 
is reduced. Also a paradigm shift in thinking of the developers is 
seen where they think about the short term rather than long term 
prospect of product life cycle. This change has paved way for 
rental options of the machines rather than purchase, hence in the 
recent past we have observed a phenomenal growth of the rental 
Industry. Future of rental Industry seems very bright in India.
With the stable Central  Government  in place in India, we expect a 
phenomenal growth momentum in the field of infrastructure, power, 
energy  and this growth is expected to be visible in tier II cities where 
we have observed previously unseen levels of development and 
Tower Cranes market  is expected to grow by 20% from existing 
nescent stage.

For more details visit:
www.comansa.com
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FEDERAL BANK PARTNERS WITH JCB INDIA FOR 
EQUIPMENT FINANCING

Federal Bank signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
with JCB India, a leading manufacturer of Earthmoving and 
Construction equipment recently. This arrangement will boost the 
financing options for JCB’s customers in India. 
As per the arrangement, Federal Bank is the preferred finance 
partner of JCB, where JCB’s customers can avail loans from 

Federal Bank at competitive interest rates for purchasing a wide 
range of world-class equipment from the product line of JCB India 
Ltd.  Speaking at the Occasion of signing this MoU, Deepak Shetty, 
CEO and Managing Director of JCB India said: “We are delighted 
to have signed this memorandum of understanding with Federal 
Bank for the financing of JCB machines for our customers. With 
the Government’s focus on infrastructure development continuing 
to remain strong, there will be various opportunities to create 
synergies between the teams from JCB India and Federal Bank. 
Importantly, it will give greater financing options to our customers 
while purchasing JCB machines both in Urban and Rural India.”
JCB is committed to giving the best solutions for equipment 
financing to its customers. The teams will be working together to 
give innovative financing solution to its customers. 
During the occasion, Shyam Srinivasan, Managing Director 
and CEO, Federal Bank said, “Today, we officially become the 
financing partner for JCB India. This partnership would prove to 
be hugely beneficial to a segment of customers who are looking 
for easy finance options to take their business forward. We are 
confident this association will help remove barriers between Bharat 
and Atmanirbhar Bharat.”

ASHOK LEYLAND DELIVERS 150 VEHICLES TO TANZANIAN 
POLICE FORCE

Ashok Leyland, the flagship Company of the Hinduja Group and 
India’s leading commercial vehicle manufacturer delivered 150 
trucks and buses to the Tanzania Police Force. The vehicles were 
handed over by H.E. Binaya S. Pradhan, Indian High Commissioner, 
Tanzania and Amandeep Singh, President, Ashok Leyland to 
the Ministry of Home Affairs at the Police Head Quarters, Dar Es 
Salaam. On behalf of the Minister of Home Affairs, Hon. Deputy 
Minister of the Ministry of Home Affairs– Jumanne Abdallah Sagini, 
received the vehicles in the presence of other delegates present 
from the police force.
The supplies are a part of contract signed between Ashok Leyland 
and the Ministry of Home Affairs, Tanzania, and financed through 
a long term soft loan extended by Export Import Bank of India, 
Government of India. The vehicles delivered included Police Staff 

Buses, 4X4 Police Troop Carriers, Ambulances, Recovery trucks and 
other logistic vehicles for Police support services. 
The Deputy Minister, Jumanne Abdallah Sagini thanked the 
Indian government and Ashok Leyland for delivering the vehicles 
to Tanzanian Police Force and said “India has always been a 
valuable partner in the growth of Tanzania, and we will continue 
working together for the mutual benefit of the two countries.” 
Speaking on this occasion, H.E. Binaya S. Pradhan, Honourable 
Indian Ambassador said, “India and Tanzania are two of the 
oldest friends with over 60 years of association. Tanzania is India’s 
biggest development partner in the African continent, with more 
than $ 1.1 Bn of line of credit, and a duty-free trade scheme 
encouraging trade between the countries.” 
Amandeep Singh, President, Ashok Leyland expressing sincere 
gratitude to the Hon’ble Indian High Commissioner for facilitating 
this funding from India and the support provided for the execution 

of the project said, “It reflects our 
commitment to support Government of 
Tanzania and we deeply value our long-
standing relation. These 150 vehicles 
will get added to the 475 Ashok Leyland 
vehicles which are already in operation 
with the Tanzanian Police Force across 
the country”.
Amandeep Singh also praised the 
Tanzanian government for their trust in 
Ashok Leyland as logistic partners, and 
wished to strengthen the partnership.
The Tanzania Police Force currently has a 
fleet of 625 Ashok Leyland vehicles and 
further vehicles are planned for delivery 
in the coming months. This is expected 
to boost the overall efficiency of the 
Police Force thereby ensuring safety and 
security of the public all over the country. 
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SANY BHARAT SIGNS MOU WITH UNION BANK OF INDIA

With an aim to make equipment financing an easy, efficient, and 
simple process, Sany Bharat recently signed a Memorandum 
of Understanding (MOU) with Union Bank of India. As per the 
agreement, the network of Union Bank will extend equipment 
finance to customers of Sany Bharat across the country and 
in turn the Bank’s portfolio under equipment finance is likely to 
strengthen and get a wider reach. While both the parties have 
agreed to pool their resources and capabilities for mutual benefits, 
buyers of Sany equipment can now avail a loan of up to 90% 
of the equipment cost. The flexible payment options offered by 
the bank will facilitate Sany customers to manage cash flow and 
help in loan repayment. The wide spread presence of Union Bank 
is expected to facilitate Sany’s customers pan India and thereby 
fortify infrastructure growth which is significant towards creating a 
Naya Bharat.
The Memorandum of understanding was signed at Mumbai by 
Dheeraj Panda, Chief Operating Officer (Sales, Marketing & 
Customer Support) Sany Heavy Industry India Pvt. Ltd and CM 
Minocha, Chief General Manager , MSME, Union Bank of India.
Speaking on the occasion Dheeraj Panda said, “We are delighted 
to be associated with Union Bank of India, considered to be a 
pioneer amongst PSU Banks. By enhancing their focus on MSME 
sector, union bank of India has eased the financial burden 
for our existing and potential customers.” Speaking about the 
significance of owning a Sany equipment, he further said, “It’s a 
well-known fact that Sany equipment signify quality, productivity 
and versatility. By joining hands with Union Bank of India, interest 
rates will no longer prevent our buyers in becoming a proud owner 
of Sany equipment. Our association with Union Bank will not only 
be mutually beneficial but has the potential to herald amazing 
growth prospects for our customer sand stakeholders alike.”
As per recent reports, Union Bank of India has opened funding 
for retail and construction Equipment Sector from 10 lakhs loan 
to `50 Crores.

CATERPILLAR EXPANDS REMOTE CONTROL OFFERING
Caterpillar says that their 349, 352, 374 and 395 large excavators 
in the 40 to 95 tonne category can now be equipped with Cat 
Command for Excavating.
The remote-control system 
is said to remove operators 
from potentially hazardous 
jobsite condit ions and 
reduce potential safety risks 
from climbing on and off 
machines.
The Cat Command station 
allows for non-line-of-sight remote control, where users can 
comfortably control all basic machine functions like digging, 
lifting, and tracking.  Caterpillar says that the technology can help 
improve machine productivity on various projects like operating 
in unstable underfoot conditions, brownfields, shore work, and 
demolition. It also allows production to restart immediately 
following disruptive processes such as blasting in quarry 
applications. By removing the operator from the cab, Caterpillar 
believes that the Command for Excavating technology offers 
a solution to workforce shortages and training advantages for 
newer operators. It also opens opportunities to those with physical 
limitations that prevent them from climbing into the equipment, 
attracting a new generation of workers, and increasing the 
longevity of experienced operators.

KRANPUNKTEN INVESTS IN 130 ELECTRIC SCISSORS
Swedish rental company Kranpunkten has placed an order for 
130 electric scissor lifts from Dingli. The all-electric lifts, which are 
expected to enter the market in the first quarter of 2023, include 
the JCPT1923DC self-propelled 
rough-terrain scissor lift and the 
JCPT1012PA oil-free unit.
According to the company, 
the order will enable it to meet 
the sustainability needs of its 
customers with a “gradual 
conversion to more electric 
and hybrid-powered units.”
Kranpunkten says it has seen 
an increasing demand for 
sustainable machines from its customers, and the latest order 
means it can provide them with “sustainable benefits.”
The delivery also means that 84% of the machinery owned by 
Kranpunkten is now made up of environmentally and energy-
saving machines, and is the latest in a string of moves in its strategy 
to become 100% climate neutral. In the last year the company 
has continued to invest in green machinery, with notable orders 
placed with Genie, NiftyLift, JLG, Magni and Ruthmann.
As well as reducing emissions of its machines, Kranpunkten is also 
phasing out substances that are hazardous to the environment 
and health, and are reducing energy consumption and waste.
The JCPT1923DC has a working height of up to 19m and maximum 
load of 750kg, while the JCPT1012PA has a working height of up to 
10m and maximum load of 450kg, and comes without hydraulic 
systems and with lower energy consumption.
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VOLVO PENTA TAKES PARALLEL PATHS TO ALTERNATIVE 
POWER

The dual-fuel hydrogen engine combines Volvo Penta’s D8 engine 
with a hydrogen add-on kit and tank system Given the vast array 
of applications and requirements in the industrial sector, power 
system suppliers must hedge their bets when it comes to the 
alternatives that can help customers achieve carbon neutrality 
objectives. Volvo Group is no exception.
The company has chosen to follow three different technology 
paths in parallel, said Prabhakaran Sundaramurthi, Vice 
President, Product Management – Industrial Business Unit, Volvo 
Penta, including battery-electric and hybrid systems, alternative 
fuel-based internal combustion engines and hydrogen fuel cells.
“On top of this, we also need to adapt these solutions to our 
customers, because we have a wide variety of applications, 
a large number of OEMs. So, we have to meet the individual 
requirements,” Sundaramurthi said. “Most importantly, we have 
to be technology agnostic, because there is no one solution that 
will meet all the needs.”
New steps along these paths were featured in the Volvo Penta 
booth at Bauma 2022, including a new battery configuration that 
expands the company’s electromobility offering as well as a dual-
fuel hydrogen engine pilot project.
Electromobility takes new shape
The cube battery joins Volvo Penta’s existing flat-pack battery to 
provide installation flexibility for OEMs seeking to electrify vehicles 
and equipment. The cube battery, which derives its name from its 
physical shape, measures 768mm x 684 mm x 668 mm.
“This system can deliver 90 kW hours of energy. The cells are 
grouped together into modules, which make up the battery pack,” 
said Sundaramurthi. The cube battery provides 173 kW peak power 
and 99 kW continuous power, while the flat-pack battery, which 
is rated 94 kWh of energy, provides 97 kW peak power and 91 kW 
continuous power.
The cube battery can be easily stacked to deliver more energy 
density. The electric platform shown at Bauma featured a nominal 
voltage of 600 V and included the battery pack, two electric 
motors rated up to 200 kW, the battery management system, 
gearbox, inverters, junction box and high-voltage cables – all 
packaged as a system.
“Volvo Penta is taking a system solution supplier approach,” 
Sundaramurthi explained. “We not only supply the batteries but 
on top of that varying degrees of motors in different combinations; 
gearboxes; active cooling units and compressors if you want to 
use it for brakes; inverters; onboard chargers; high-voltage cables; 
junction boxes; and different types of control units. We do this to 
secure consistent performance during the lifespan, as well as to 
secure the desired reliability and durability and, most importantly, 
safety.”
The company will work with OEM customers to develop customized 
electric driveline solutions to meet specific machine and 
application needs. “We will be working extremely close together 
with our customers from the very beginning. We don’t see this 
as a transactional business anymore; it ’s more [that] we will 
develop this solution together because we are reliant on each 
other very much through the whole process,” said Eduardo Araujo, 
product manager, Volvo Penta. “For all applications, we open a 

dedicated project to dimension to really have the best ratio of 
size, installation, everything. So, we’re really guiding the customer 
through this transformation.”
With diesel, customers may spec a higher power rating than what 
is actually required for the application. “With this, they cannot do 
that,” said Araujo. “This has to be dimensioned for the application, 
and we’re focusing on building partnerships and long relationships 
with the customers.”
Dual-fuel development
Also shown at Bauma was a dual-fuel hydrogen engine based on 
Volvo Penta’s D8 8 L diesel engine. Developed in collaboration with 
CMB.Tech, the dual-fuel model combines the base D8 engine 
with a hydrogen add-on kit and tank system. Component level 
changes largely consist of an intake manifold for the hydrogen 
and the control unit, said Sundaramurthi.
Due to the limited changes in its footprint, the engine can not 
only be spec’d for new installations but used as a retrofit when 
repowering existing fleets, he continued. And while designed to 
use hydrogen as the primary fuel source, the flexible, variable-
speed, Stage V/Tier 4 Final engine can run on traditional fuel if 
hydrogen is not available.
“You can go up to 80% replacement with hydrogen,” 
Sundaramurthi said, adding that some diesel must still be injected 
to aid the combustion process. “The substitution percentage 
depends on the load conditions. It varies between 30% to 80%. 
How much gas and fuel is determined by the control unit.
“By adding hydrogen (to the extent of 80%) into the fuel mix, you 
can reduce the CO2 footprint of this engine by up to 80%.”
The first engines will begin working in end customers machines 
in Europe in 2023 as part of a market pilot project, which will be 
followed by limited series production. According to Volvo Penta, 
it will be a stepwise introduction based on market and customer 
demand.
“The most important thing is the availability of green hydrogen,” 
Sundaramurthi added. “It is subject to availability of hydrogen 
and the hydrogen dispensation and distribution. We have to work 
together with the equipment manufacturers as well as with the 
end customers on how to handle this in a good way. So, we will 
take this in steps.”
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SANDVIK TO ACQUIRE MINE OPTIMISATION SOFTWARE 

PROVIDER
Sandvik has signed an agreement to acquire Polymathian 
Industrial Mathematics (“Polymathian”), an Australia-based 
provider of advanced mine optimization software and services.
Polymathian’s product offering includes mining operations 
optimisation and simulation software for areas such as extraction 
process, material flow, energy and fuel consumption, and 
maintenance efficiency.

Polymathian will be a part of Business Unit Deswik and remain 
OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) agnostic. Sandvik says 
that the acquisition will enable them to further accelerate the 
development of its end-to-end optimisation, BEV (Battery Electric 
Vehicle), and AutoMine offerings.
“With the acquisition of Polymathian we continue to broaden our 
offering to enhance productivity in our mining customers’ value 
chain. Polymathian’s automated decision-making and process 
optimisation, together with Deswik’s software tools for planning 
and managing production, represent a unique combination in 
the market,” says Stefan Widing, President and CEO of Sandvik.

NEW FEATURES FOR SENNEBOGEN 
DEMOLITION EXCAVATOR

At the demolition site, two factors determine 
the success of a project: high safety and 
time- and cost-saving solutions.
German equipment manufacturer 
Sennebogen believes it has met both 
requirements with its multifunctional 830 
Demolition machine. The new demolition 
machine now reaches a height of 23 m (75 

ft).  It showed the 48 t demolition machine at the recent Bauma 
exhibition with two new equipment features.In addition to three-
part demolition equipment with a maximum pin height of 23 m 
(75 ft), the machine also features a fully hydraulically unloadable 
counterweight. Thee 830 Demolition machine, which is described 
as suited to applications in inner-city sites, has an outrigger with 
a standing width of up to 4.5 m (14 ft 9 in) and an elevating cab 
that can be tilted up to 30 degrees and give the operator a view 
of the equipment that keeps them clear of the danger zone, while 
an optional unloadable counterweight reduces transport weight 
by around 10 t. According to Sennebogen, the new longfront 
equipment for the 830 Demolition enables “even greater distance 
from the demolition object and thus even more safety.
“With the AB23 three-part demolition equipment, the 830 
Demolition offers higher reach than previous models and work 
over projecting edges with the new articulated boom,” the 
company said.

VOLVO MAKES E-HAULER INVESTMENT
Volvo Construction Equipment said it is investing into the future of 
its facility in Braås, Sweden, the home of its range of articulated 
haulers, as a signal of its commitment to lead the transformation 
across all products toward a more sustainable construction future. 
The company has announced its intention to invest SEK 360 million 
– approximately US$32.7million – into its production facility in Braås, 
Sweden between now and 2027.
The facility in Braås specializes in the design and manufacture of 
articulated haulers for the global market. It produced a fossil-free 
construction machine that was the first in the world to be delivered 
to a customer - an A30G which is now in use on customer NCC’s 
worksite.
The decision to invest in Braås was made by AB Volvo’s board of 
directors and means that the factory will be adapted over the 
coming years to enable it to produce a larger range of articulated 
haulers with different types of powertrains to reflect the shift in 
demand towards equipment with more sustainable power sources.
The investment will be used to extend production capacity at 
the 45,000 m² site in southern Sweden to broaden the product 
range going forwards, with the addition of new buildings and 
production equipment. Volvo CE will also invest in automation and 
ergonomics to both reduce the need for employees to engage in 
repetitive tasks and create a safer work environment.
Volvo CE said that pioneering manufacturing techniques is nothing 
new for Braås. Since producing the world’s first series manufactured 
articulated hauler, the “Gravel Charlie”, a 10-ton hauler in 1966, 
the facility has been at the forefront of innovation. As well as 
constructing the world’s first articulated hauler made from fossil-
free steel, the site was instrumental in the building of the world’s 
first prototype articulated hauler powered by hydrogen fuel cells 
– the concept Volvo HX04 – which is currently the focus of testing 
to develop future hydrogen solutions.
Braås is also leading the way in environmental protection and was 
the first in the construction industry to achieve a carbon neutral 
operation powered entirely by renewable energy. In 2018, the site 
also became a zero-landfill facility.
“The transport and construction industry is undergoing a 
transformation with, among other things, an increasing number 
of electrified vehicles,” said Jonas Lakhall, site manager at Volvo 
CE in Braås. “This investment will enable us to adapt and extend 
our production facility so that we can offer a broader range of 
machines – with different powertrains – to our customers and help 
them meet their emission reduction ambitions.”
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TOBROCO-GIANT’S NEW EQUIPMENT AT BAUMA
At the Tobroco Giant exhibition stand at Bauma 2022, the 
company  showcased its new electric offering, a first glimpse of 
its new tracked skid steer and its new compaction range. It is part 
of a series designed to transport heavy loads, such as a complete 
pallet of paving stones, and is suitable for heavier work due to 
heavy duty attachments.
“Electric machines are doing very well in our home market of 
Holland,” Teun Van Dal, Account Manager – Attachments - 
Tobroco Giant, tells IRN.
“This is because it is now a matter of law, which means that 
the government has rolled out charging infrastructure for these 
machines. “They are also selling well in Germany, the Nordics and 
increasingly North America. Many are sold to rental companies 
as well as contractors. We also have dealerships that in turn sell 
to rental. Meanwhile, Tobroco-Giant recently announced plans 
to offer its wheeled skid steer range on tracks - turning it into a 
compact tracked loader - in 2023. This series, including the SK252D 

skid steer, is on show on the Bauma stand.
The alteration to the skid steer range was a direct result of customer 
requests for tracks to enable better stability on uneven terrain. The 
lineup is also to include all-electric options.
Tobroco’s Bauma stand also featured its new range of compaction 
machines, launched earlier this year following the rebranding of 
SAMAC vibratory plates and rammers after Tobroco’s acquisition 
last year of fellow Dutch company ULBO Machinery, which owned 
the SAMAC brand. With a selection of machines on display, 
including two new electric models, the complete 60-strong range 
includes a roller vibrator, reversible plates in the 180 to 485kg 
range and eleven single direction plates weighing between 51 
and 180kg.
Van Dal told IRN the company was continuing to grow despite 
economic headwinds, and had recently completed an expanded 
manufacturing facility for attachments in Hungary – the company 
has bought a site that is scalable for future expansion, having 
previously leased its site in Hungary.

MAGNI EXPANDS TELEHANDLER RANGE
Magni unveiled its new 
te lehand le r  model s 
ava i lab le fo r 2023 
deliveries, at the Bauma 
construction trade show 
in Munich, Germany.
The models include two 
new additions to the 
company’s TH range; the 
TH 4,5.15 and the TH 4,5.19, 

and the RTH 10.37.
Key features of the Magni RTH 10.37 telehandler include a 
maximum lifting height of 36.7m (120ft) and a reach of 30.5m 
(100ft). It is also fitted with a Stage V-compliant, 175kW engine from 
Volvo. While the rotating machine offers a lifting capacity of 10.3 
tonnes, both the the TH 4,5.15 and the TH 4,5.19 have maximum 
lifting capacities of 4.5 tonnes.
With a lifting height of 15m and 19m, respectively, the TH 4,5.15 
and the TH 4,5.19 telehandlers are available in two Deutz engines 
versions of 55kW and 75kW.
These new TH models, designed for construction and light industry 
are engineered to ensure maximum performance.
The cab has a large windscreen that extends from the operator’s 
head to their feet, to ensure full visibility of the load both when 
suspended and completely lowered.
Fully pressurised and equipped with a filtration system, the cab 
allows the operator to work safely even in polluted or contaminated 
environments. Moreover, the models featuring the 75kW engine 
are equipped with a heating and air conditioning system to ensure 
maximum comfort and the cab is designed against the risk of roll-
over thanks to an upper grill guard. There is an adjustable steering 
column and seven-inch touch screen. Every model is equipped 
with 4-wheel drive and steering to ensure maximum stability.
According to Magni, this allows for maximum freedom of 
movement and three types of steering: round steering, front 
steering and crab steering, along with super low design for 
entering low height openings.

EXTREME CRANE EXPAND FLEET
USA-based Extreme Crane & Rigging has added a new 400 tonne 
Liebherr LR 1400 SX crawler crane to its fleet. This latest addition 
follows Mollitiam Holdings’ recent strategic investment in the 
company, acquiring a majority ownership stake. “With the addition 
of the LR 1400, we have now added five new cranes to our fleet 
during the past 12 months and have almost doubled our total 
lifting capacity,” said Chris Burke, general manager of Extreme 
Crane & Rigging. “The decision to make this significant investment 
reflects our commitment to our customers to provide a complete 
solution to their lifting needs. With the addition of our new investor 
group, we plan to make additional fleet investments in 2023 as 
we continue to pursue our goal of becoming a leading provider 
of crane and rigging services in the Mid-Atlantic region of the 
United States.” Extreme Crane, founded by Kevin Rodney in 2014.

LGMG EXPANDS VERTICAL MAST RANGE
LGMG has revealed two new zero-emission vertical masts, 
debuting the models to the European construction industry at 
Bauma event in Germany. The company’s M0810JE and M0407TE 
models, which offer platform heights of 8m and 3.7m respectively, 
are described as being eco-friendly and are equipped with 
electric drives that are said to provide “longer working hours” than 
comparable machines. Speaking of the new models, LGMG said, 
“The unique design of the vertical mast means that compared to 
scissors, it has more advantages in operational convenience and 
will be very competitive in the market in the future.” The M0810JE, 
which has an ‘up and over’ 3.2m jib with a horizontal outreach 
of 3.2m, offers a width of just 1m and a stowed length of 2.6m 
for easy transport.  The vertical mast has a platform capacity of 
200kg and is suitable for use both indoors and outside. According 
to LGMG, the model is highly manoeuvrable in tight spaces both 
indoors and outside, and is easy to operate.  Compared to the 
M0810JE, the M0407TE has been designed for low working heights 
and offers a platform height of 3.7m. The model incorporates a 
narrow chassis that gives it a width of 0.76m, with a length of 1.36m 
and a height a 1.69m that enables it fit through doorways and to 
be easily transported.
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NEW ARCHITECTURE FUTURE PROOFS LARGE JOHN 

DEERE ENGINES
The new engine 
architecture includes 
an overhead cam 
configuration 
that provides the 
flexibility to introduce 
a l te rna t i ve  fue l 
techno log ies  i n 
future. Bauma 2022 
provided a forum for 
John Deere Power 
Systems (JDPS) to 
highlight advanced 

power system technologies, with particular focus on a new engine 
architecture intended to “future proof” its large engines. The first 
engines based on this architecture are the JD14 and the JD18, 
both of which were on display during the event. Like many engine 
suppliers, JDPS has expressed a commitment to maintaining peak 
engine performance while offering sustainable fuel solutions that 
integrate alternative fuel technologies. Its next-generation engine 
architecture positions the company further along this path.
“What’s new about the architecture is it’s future proofing our large 
engines in two ways. Number one, we now have rear geartrains, 
so it gives them much more flexibility for auxiliary power on the 
equipment that they’re situated in,” Nick Block, director, sales 
and marketing, JDPS, explained. “A second key thing is they 
have overhead cams. [The overhead cam] gives us better fuel 
economy, which is really important for lowering carbon. The other 
thing it allows for is the flexibility to introduce alternative fuels to 
diesel over time.”
High-powered solutions
The 13.8L JD14 six-cylinder inline, four-stroke, water-cooled engine 
has a reduced footprint that allows more space and easier 
integration compared to its predecessor. It has power ratings from 
402 to 684 hp at 2100 rpm and rated torque of 2250 lb.-ft. The 
engine meets Tier 4 Final/Stage V utilizing JDPS’ inline integrated 

emissions control system with external cooled EGR. The JD18 builds 
upon the JD14 while delivering a higher power output. It is rated 
700 to 907 hp at 1900 rpm and supplies 3135 lb.-ft. of peak torque. 
Its rear geartrain produces increased direct power with the option 
of one or two rear aux drives for a total 665 lb.-ft. maximum torque.
Both engines incorporate an electronic high-pressure common 
rail fuel system and air-to-air aftercooled turbocharging. For even 
greater performance, the JD18 offers in-series turbocharging with a 
single or dual turbo. “At peak torque, there is about 3135 ft.-lb., so it 
really gives us that lugging capability for a lot of the applications it 
gets into,” Block said. While particularly suited for construction and 
agriculture, the engines are can be used in or other applications 
requiring higher power and torque, such as large pumps and 
marine applications. “They’re going to be [in applications] at the 
higher power level where it will be difficult to electrify, so a fuel-
based engine is still going to be required,” said Block. “In many 
cases, diesel would be the prevalent fuel source.”
Alternative fuel capability
Both the JD14 and JD18 are capable of burning hydrogenated 
vegetable oil (HVO) and biodiesel up to B20 as a direct 
replacement for diesel. The intent is to move into other sustainable 
fuel options and technologies in future utilizing their next-
generation engine architecture. “Because of the location of the 
cam, now you can access it to be able to add that technology 
later, plus spark ignition will be a key technology that you can 
add,” Block noted. “When the cam is not easily accessible, it’s 
more difficult to [implement] those alternative fuel technologies.”
JDPS has chosen to concentrate initially on liquid alternatives to 
diesel, but is investigating gaseous options, including hydrogen, 
as well. “If you add spark ignition to it, then you can start to look 
at other fuels like methanol, biomethane, etc.,” said Block. “So, 
there’s another host of alternative fuels that spark ignition can 
help address. And that’s technology we can layer on top of this.
“Our intent and our strategy is by 2026 to have the technologies 
defined that give us that flexibility for sustainable carbon reducing 
technologies for combustion engines. They maybe won’t all have 
the same approach, but they’re all going to have an approach 
that allows CO2 [emissions] to be reduced.”

ESCORTS KUBOTA TRACTOR VOLUME JUMPS 7.2% IN 
OCTOBER 2022

Escorts Kubota Limited Agri Machinery Segment in October 
2022 sold 14,492 tractors which is the ever highest monthly sales 
registering a growth of 7.2% as against 13,514 tractors sold in 
October 2021. As per the regulatory filing, Domestic tractor sales 
in October 2022 was at 13,843 tractors registering a growth of 8.6 

percent as against 12,749 tractors sold in October 2021. Festive 
demand was good led by above normal monsoon and higher 
water reservoirs level. For the coming Rabi season all macro-
economic factors remain favourable for the industry. However, 
overhang of unabsorbed commodities inflation remains a 
concern.Export tractor sales in October 2022 was at 649 tractors 
as against 765 tractors sold in October 2021.

TRITON ISSUES `8,060 CRORE LOI TO BHARAT 
ELECTRONICS FOR PURCHASE OF BATTERY PACKS FOR 

E-TRUCKS
Triton Electric Vehicle India Pvt Ltd, a part of Triton Electric Vehicle 
LLC, USA, has issued a Letter of Intent (Lol) to Navratna Defence 
PSU Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) for procurement of 300 KW Li-
Ion Battery Packs for its Semi-truck project in India at an estimated 
value of `8060 crore. As per the filing, the battery packs are to be 
delivered by BEL to Triton in 24 months commencing from January 
2023. The Purchase Order for first-off quantity with hundred percent 

advance payment has been handed over to BEL by Triton. BEL 
will deliver the first-off quantity by November 2022. The battery 
packs will be manufactured at Pune unit of BEL. BEL has also 
signed an MoU with Triton Electric Vehicle (TEV), for manufacture 
of Hydrogen Fuel cells by BEL with technology transfer from TEV, 
to meet the requirements of Indian market and mutually agreed 
export markets. The MoU aims at tapping the demand for clean 
energy solutions for various applications including for E- Mobility, 
by leveraging Government of India,s thrust for adoption of clean 
energy fuels for applications in transport, energy storage etc.
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Sakshi Resources will defi nitely play a 
major role in building a New India

Sakshi Resources Private Limited was established with a motive to provide supreme solutions for all 
the complex urban and industrial infrastructure projects. As one of the fastest-growing infrastructure 
companies, the company provides its best services in Marine Engineering, Civil Construction, Electrical 
Engineering, Road Engineering/Slip form paying, and Quarrying business. The main motive of the 
company is to deliver projects on time using the latest infrastructure technologies and world-class 
management techniques. In an exclusive interview to CONSTRUCTION OPPORTUNITIES, RIJUL SANKHLA, 
CO-FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR, SAKSHI RESOURCES, speaks about company’s journey, his 
company’s approach towards adopting best construction practices and technologies and a lot more.

Give us a brief of your company and its services. How has been 
your journey till date?
We are a decade old company having operations in India & the 
UAE. We specialize in marine engineering, electrical engineering 
and concrete road works. We have also been focusing on mass 
excavation and sub-structure jobs which we have success fully 
done at New Delhi airport and MLDP at Okhla as-well. Presently, 
our flagship project is with the Mumbai Port Trust, wherein we are 
reclaiming 8 hectares in the middle of the Arabian Sea under the 
‘Sagar Mala’ which is the Maritime Welfare policy of the country. 
Over here HPCL & BPCL are to develop their silos to add to the fuel 
security of the country, this is the Phase 2 of the project wherein 
bund creation and bulk water work is to be done which we are 
also targeting.
In the UAE we started our operations three years back and we have 
reached a turnover of close to INR 400 crores this year which is 
quite impressive with the supportive and stable vision of the of the 
UAE government. In the UAE the prospective major client would 
be the RTA for concrete works for the up-incoming highways in the 
region. Our journey has been steady, we haven’t over achieved or 
over expected and our focus has always been to provide the best 
of services to all our clients in the shortest possible time.
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Give us an understanding about the company’s approach 
towards adopting best construction practices and technologies 
that has contributed in strengthening its footprint in India?
I would like to go back to the rock bottom i.e. the construction 
equipment which is the most important factor in delivering top 
quality projects on time. We have exclusively partnered with 
Schwing Stetter India for our equipment requirement. We have 
recently purchased the largest slip form paving package in 
the country which paves 16 meters in a single pass, top quality 
batching plants etc. Apart from the machines ,we also invest a 
lot on top quality man power so that the advanced machines 
can be operated to the best of its capacity in order to deliver top 
quality projects to our esteemed clients. So in short the quality 
of your machine and your man power is the base for any good 
construction project.

What is the reason you have exclusively tied up with Schwing 
Stetter
Quality and the support we have received from Schwing Stetter 
is far superior, we do not have to worry about spare parts which 
we may require or any trouble shooting to be done at site or 
during transport even to the remotest location, in fact one of our 
large format batching plants, a 160 cu.m/hour r situated at the  
Samrruddhi Expressway project nearby Shiridi went astray and the 
same was replaced even without my knowledge. We are small 
clients of Schwing Stetter but the top management along with its 
team are always available at any given point of time. Also Schwing 
Stetter have a very consultative approach wherein they customize 
their equipment according to our needs and requirement.

Give us a critical assessment on the technology trends driving 
the construction practices in India?
India is briming with technology which is no way inferior to countries 
like China and Europe. Lot of advancements have happened 
in the last 5 years, technology is accessible to all. Technology is 
driving the economy forward and helping the industry to optimize 
its resources which in turn helps the profitability of the company 
and boosts the economy of the country.

As a contractor  tell us of the crucial challenges faced by players 
like you while executing projects in India? Is there a concern 
on smooth availability of financial resources and what is the 
company’s approach in funding projects?
I wouldn’t say challenges but sometimes we do come across 
minor speed bumps. With regards to funding of projects we 
are very conservative and do not cross our boundaries to get a 
project. We aim to always fund our company internally before 
resorting to external lending.

Which mode of project execution -- EPC/BOT/BOOT/DBFOT – can 
be considered as a favorable approach for road projects in 
India? 
EPC would be my 1st choice but from a government or clients 
point of view BOOT would be the preferred choice. 

Future outlook for the industry and from a company perspective
The industry on the whole is on a fast forward when it comes to 
infrastructure development. The government has clear plans 
and the MORTH under the able leadership of Honourable 
Sh. Nitin Gadkari is playing a great role in India’s infrastructure 
development. He inspires and we aspire.
With regards to Sakshi Resources in the next five years, we will be 
expanding to UK and other African countries and would only be 
doing niche jobs and would definitely play a major role in building 
a New India.
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GADKARI INAUGURATES TWO NH PROJECTS WORTH 
`3,390 CRORE IN BUXAR

The central government is gearing up to complete `3 lakh crore 
worth of road projects including 13 green expressways and 
economic corridors in Bihar by 2024. Union Minister for Road 
Transport and Highways Nitin Gadkari said this while laying the 
foundation stone of road projects in Rohtas district of Bihar.
As part of improving road connectivity, 10 greenfield expressways 
are under construction in the state of Bihar at an estimated cost 
of `1.10 lakh crore. Construction of a project on a new alignment 
is classified as a greenfield project. A greenfield project is usually 
located in a new area, where the per unit cost of land acquisition is 
usually lower given the less development in these areas. Swarajya 
takes a look at the proposed expressways in the state of Bihar:
1. Raxoll-Haldia Greenfield Expressway
• The 6-lane, 692-km expressway from Raxul in Bihar to Haldia 

Port in West Bengal is being constructed at a cost of `40,000 
crore.

2. Gorakhpur-Siliguri Expressway
• The expressway passes through Gopalganj, Siwan, Chapra, 

Muzaffarpur, Sitamarhi, Madhubani, Spool, Saharsa, Purnia 
and Kishanganj before reaching Siliguri.

3. Varanasi-Kolkata Expressway
• The 6-lane, 612 km Varanasi-Kolkata corridor will pass through 

UP, Bihar, Jharkhand and West Bengal.
• It will cover 22 km in UP, 159 km in Bihar, 187 km in Jharkhand 

and 244 km in West Bengal.
4. Patna-Arah-Sasaram Expressway
5. Patna-Bettia Expressway
• The road notified as NH 139W starts from its junction with NH-

139 near Patna, connects Bakarpur, Manakpur, Sahibganj, Urij 
and ends at its junction with NH-727 near Batia. Is.

6. Bakarpur-Dumaria Ghat Expressway
• The 92-km stretch in Saran, Vaishali and Muzaffarpur districts 

will enhance connectivity to the state capital.
• The estimated cost of this project is `2200 crore.
7. Patna Ring Road
• The highway project will extend the Patna SCR (State Capital 

Region) area to the three districts of Patna, Vaishali and Saran 
district. The expansion of Patna city will also reach the north 
of the Ganga river, including both banks of the Gandak river.

8. Monger-Mirzachoki Expressway
9. Amas-Darbhanga Expressway
• The 198 km long expressway will connect north to south Bihar 

and travel time will be less than four hours.
• It will run between Amas in Aurangabad district, on Delhi-

Kolkata NH-19, and terminate at Nawada village in 
Darbhanga district on NH-27, crossing seven districts including 
Arwal, Jehanabad, Patna, Vaishali and Samastipur.

• The expressway has been notified as NH-119D with an 
estimated cost of `8000 crore.

10.Patna-Arah-Buxar Expressway
Ten greenfield expressways, once developed, will provide direct 
and indirect employment to lakhs of people and change the 
physical face of Bihar.
These expressways will unlock the potential of Bihar and put the 
state on the path of growth and prosperity.

25 NEW HIGHWAY PROJECTS WORTH `11,721 CRORE 
SANCTIONED TO JAMMU AND KASHMIR

The Union Minister for Housing and Urban Affairs, Hardeep S Puri 
said that the Prime Minister’s commitment to the development of 
Jammu and Kashmir (J&K) is turning into reality and work regarding 
the same is in full swing. The minister visited Srinagar and reviewed 
the progress of work on various development projects and work 
done as per government schemes. Addressing the media persons, 
Puri said people are investing in the economic development in 
the Union Territory of J&K because of the Central Government’s 
decision to remove the bottleneck of Article 370 and 35A.
“A new dawn of development is now set in the UT of Jammu and 
Kashmir after the abrogation of Article 370 that could be judged 
from the fact that 25 new National Highway Projects have been 
sanctioned to be built at an estimated cost of `11,721 crore,” the 
minister said. “168 MoUs have been signed amounting to 13,600 
crore, seven new medical colleges have been sanctioned with 
medical seats increasing from 500 to 955, world’s highest railway 
bridge constructed in J&K, Vande Bharat Express is in operation 
from Jammu to Delhi and tourist footfall increased to more than 
one lakh,” he added.
Puri further said that under the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural 
Gas, some 12 lakh LPG connections have been provided under PM 
Ujjwala and 50,000 houses have been sanctioned under PM Awas 
Yojana (Urban). During the review meeting, the minister said that 
application of modern technology to solid waste management is 
the need of the hour and Srinagar will be among the cities where 
such strategies will be adopted on a priority basis.
He said that there is a need to process the waste as per modern 
standards to avoid dumping it at one location, which is hazardous 
to the ecosystem.

DILIP BUILDCON BAGS LOA FOR PROJECT WORTH 
`723.45 CRORE

Dilip Buildcon Limited informed that it has received the letter of 
acceptance (LOA) from the Gujarat Metro Rail Corporation (GMRC) 
Limited. The company has received the order for the construction 
of 7.553 kms elevated viaduct and 7 nos. of stations (incl. E&M, 
Architectural Finishing, Roofing, Plumbing, Signage, etc.) from 
Sector- 1 to Mahatma Mandir in connection with Ahmedabad 
Metro Rail Project, Phase-2. As per the company, the estimated 
cost of the project is `723.45 crore. The company expects to 
complete the project within a period of 24 months. 
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TELANGANA GOVT PROPOSES TO EXPAND HYDERABAD 
METRO WITH 26 KM LONG NEW LINE BETWEEN BHEL AND 
LAKDIKAPUL, URGES CENTRE TO SANCTION `8453 CRORE
Telangana state government has asked the union government to 
fund its proposal to expand the Hyderabad Metro network with a 
26 km long metro rail corridor from BHEL to Lakdikapul.
In a letter to Union Minister for Urban Affairs Hardeep Sngh Puri, 
Telangana’s Municipal Administration and Urban Development 
(MA&UD) Minister K T Rama Rao asked for inclusion of Hyderabad 
metro’s phase-2 expansion in Union Budget 2023-24.
Phase-2 covers 31 km of expansion with two components. Major 
part of it is a 26 km long corridor with 23 stations from BHEL in north-
western Hyderabad to Lakdikapul in central part of the city. Other 
components include a five km connecting link with four stations 
from Nagole to LB Nagar. This expansion works are estimated to 
cost `8,453 crore. According to the letter by minister KTR, to fast 
track the process, the state government has sent the detailed 
project report (DPR) of this project prepared by Delhi Metro Rail 
Corporation (DMRC) and other related documents to the union 
ministry on 27th October. If taken up, this phase-2 expansion 
provides more metro rail connectivity in the rapidly developing 
western part of the city. The BHEL-Lakdikapul corridor is expected 
to pass through Madinaguda, Kondapur, Hitec city, Raidurg, 
Mehdipatnam, Tolichowki and Masab tank areas.
At present, Hyderabad’s metro rail network spans over 69 km with 
three corridors criss-crossing the main city. Also, it is the world’s 
largest metro rail project in public private partnership (PPP) mode.
Telangana politics is witnessing a tough battle between the ruling 
TRS and growing BJP. With state assembly elections scheduled 
to be held in November 2023, there are expectations that BJP 
led union government will announce funding for the metro rail 
expansion plans in Hyderabad.

MEGHA ENGINEERING & INFRASTRUCTURES LIMITED TO 
BUILD MONGOLIA’S FIRST OIL REFINERY

Megha Engineering & Infrastructures Limited (MEIL) will construct 
Mongolia’s first oil refinery. According to the business, MEIL will 
spend $790 million to construct EPC-2 (Open Art Units, Utilities & 
Offsites, Plant Buildings) and EPC-3 (Captive Power Plants).
The nations of China and Russia border Mongolia. The nation 
is building the Mongol Refinery, its first greenfield oil refinery, 
to reduce its reliance on oil imports from Russia. The refinery’s 
operations include a pipeline and a power plant. Once finished, 
this refinery will have the capacity to process 1.5 million tonnes of 
crude oil yearly, or 30,000 barrels. According to the corporation, 
this will lessen Mongolia’s reliance on Russian fuel and assist the 
nation in meeting its needs for petroleum products like gasoline, 
diesel, aviation fuel, and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG).
The project is a component of the Development Partnership 
Administration programme of the Indian government’s Ministry of 
External Affairs (MEA). A line of credit from the Indian government 
will be used to finance its construction. The project management 
consultant (PMC) for this partnership project is Engineers India 
Limited (EIL). According to the corporation, this refinery will create 
a number of jobs over the coming years, assisting the expansion of 
surrounding small businesses and fostering Mongolia’s economic 
progress.

PM MODI LAYS FOUNDATION STONE FOR 
REDEVELOPMENT OF VISAKHAPATNAM RAILWAY STATION
Prime Minister Narendra Modi laid the foundation stone for 
the redevelopment of Visakhapatnam Railway Station in 
Visakhapatnam city, Andhra Pradesh. It will provide a world-class 
travel experience to the passengers. The cost of redevelopment 
would be around `450 crores. The redeveloped station would 
cater to 75,000 passengers every day, the Modi government 
said and added that it will improve the passenger experience by 
providing modern amenities.
a. Uni-directional passenger flow with effective segregation of 

arrival and departure.
b. Adequate parking facilities with unhindered pedestrian and 

vehicular movement.
c. State-of-the-art passenger information and display system.
d. Digital signage.
e. Added convenience with escalators, elevators, and walkways. 

It will also have executive lounges and luggage screening 
machines.

On the occasion, Minister of Railways Ashwini Vaishnaw said 
that PM Modi has totally “transformed” Indian Railways. “In the 
past 8 years, Hon’ble Prime Minister Narendra Modi has totally 
transformed Indian Railways,” Vaishnaw said.
Visakhapatnam Junction is a major railway station located in 
Visakhapatnam and is on the Howrah–Chennai main line. Till 
now, it is operated by East Coast Railway. In near future, it may 
be administered under the South Coast Railway zone by Indian 
Railways. It was founded in 1896 and was originally named the 
Waltair railway station. It was renamed Visakhapatnam in 1987.
In total, the Prime Minister dedicated to the nation multiple projects 
worth over `10,500 crores in Andhra Pradesh’s Visakhapatnam.
Nowadays, in the country, Indian Railways (IR) is on a mission to 
redevelop old railway stations and give them a futuristic look. 
Interestingly, the design of the to-be redeveloped Ahmedabad 
Railway Station will be inspired by Modhera Sun Temple.

ARUNACHAL INKS PACT WITH NHLML FOR 
INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

The Arunachal Pradesh government has inked a memorandum of 
understanding (MoU) with National Highway Logistics Management 
Limited (NHLML), an SPV of the National Highway Authority of India 
(NHAI) for infrastructure development in the state. The MoU was 
signed by state Transport department special secretary Parul Gaur 
Mittal and NHLML CEO Prakash Gaur in the presence of Union Road 
Transport and Highways Minister Nitin Gadkari and Chief Minister 
Pema Khandu in Guwahati. Announced in the Union Budget 
(2022-23) for construction of ropeways in hilly terrains across the 
country for connecting inaccessible areas, decongesting urban 
areas and to improve tourism in states, the national ropeway 
programme - ‘Parvatmala’ project, is being undertaken by the 
NHLML as the executing agency. The MoU is expected to bring 
effective implementation, development, construction, operation 
and maintenance of the identified projects. It would also lead 
to connect far-flung and serene places of Arunachal Pradesh 
to the mainstream, making them more accessible not only to 
the locals but will also help attract tourists in large numbers, the 
communique added.
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PM NARENDRA MODI LAUNCHES INFRA PROJECTS 
WORTH `15,233 CR IN ANDHRA PRADESH

Prime Minister Narendra Modi dedicated to the nation the `2,917 
crore U-field Onshore Deepwater Block project of ONGC in 
Andhra Pradesh. It is the deepest gas discovery project with a 
production potential of about three million metric standard cubic 
metres per day (MMSCMD). On the second day of his two-day 
tour of the state, the Prime Minister in all launched nine projects 
worth `15,233 crore in virtual mode from the Andhra University 
Engineering College grounds and unveiled a plaque. Andhra 
Pradesh Governor Biswabhusan Harichandan, Chief Minister Y 
S Jagan Mohan Reddy, Union Railways and IT Minister Ashwini 
Vaishnaw, state ministers, MPs and legislators attended the event.
Modi dedicated the 39-km Narasannapeta to Pathapatnam 
section of NH-326A built at a cost of `211 crore as part of the 
Srikakulam-Gajapati Corridor. The project would provide better 
connectivity to the backward areas of AP and Odisha. Modi laid 
foundation stone for the AP section of six-lane 100-km access-
controlled greenfield Raipur- Visakhapatnam Economic Corridor 
of NH-130CD that will be built at a cost of `3,778 crore. The 
Economic Corridor will provide faster connectivity between various 
industrial nodes of Chhattisgarh and Odisha to Visakhapatnam 
Port and Chennai - Kolkata National Highway.
It will also improve connectivity to tribal and backward areas of 
AP and Odisha. The project is expected to be completed by 

October 2024, with a provision for expansion to 10-lane in future. 
Among others, the PM laid the foundation stone for a dedicated 
Port road from Convent Junction to Sheela Nagar Junction in 
Visakhapatnam. The `566 crore project will serve as a dedicated 
freight corridor for Visakhapatnam Port traffic and ease traffic 
congestion in the city.
The road will be completed by March 2025. The `2,650 crore 
745-km Srikakulam Angul Natural Gas Pipeline Project of GAIL, 
for which he laid the foundation, will have a capacity of around 
6.65 MMSCMD. A part of the Natural Gas Grid (NGG), the new 
pipeline will create vital infrastructure for supply of natural gas to 
households, industries, commercial units and automobile sector 
in AP and Odisha. The pipeline will supply natural gas to the City 
Gas Distribution Network in Srikakulam and Vizianaga districts of AP.
The long-delayed modernisation of the Visakhapatnam Fishing 
Harbour will finally take-off as the Prime Minister laid the foundation 
for the `152 crore project. The upgradation and modernisation will 
double the handling capacity from 150 to 300 tonnes per day 
and provide safe landing and berthing. The Prime Minister virtually 
inaugurated the Grass Root petroleum depot at Guntakal built by 
the Union Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas at a cost of Rs 385 
crore. He also dedicated the Vijayawada-Gudivada-Bhimavaram, 
Gudivada-Machilipatnam-Bhimavaram-Narasapuram railway 
lines doubling and electrification project to the nation. The project 
was completed last month at a cost of `4,106 crore.

SJVN BAGS ANOTHER 83MW FLOATING SOLAR PROJECT 
IN MADHYA PRADESH

SJVN has secured 83 MW Floating Solar Project in Madhya Pradesh. 
This Project has been secured at `3.70/unit on Build Own and 
Operate basis in a e-Reverse Auction (e-RA) organized by REWA 
Ultra Mega Solar Limited (“RUMSL”). SJVN will develop this project 
in India’s largest Floating Solar Park at Omkareshwar in District 
Khandwa, Madhya Pradesh. The cost of developing the Floating 
Solar Project will be approximately ̀ 585 crore. After commissioning, 
the project will generate 187 million units in first year & 4410 million 
units over a period of 25 years. The commissioning of this Project 

is expected to reduce approximately 2,16,074 tonnes of carbon 
emission in 25 years. The Power Purchase Agreement (“PPA”) will 
be signed between RUMSL & SJVN for 25 years. The project shall 
be commissioned within a period of 21 months from the date 
of signing of PPA. SJVN is implementing this Project along with 
other Renewable Projects of 4090.5 MW capacity through its wholly 
owned subsidiary SJVN Green Energy Limited. SJVN is on a rapid 
expansion and capacity addition journey. With present portfolio of 
around 42,000 MW, the company is marching forward to achieve 
its Shared Vision of 5000 MW by 2023, 25000 MW by 2030 & 50000 
MW capacity by 2040.

ASHOKA BUILDCON RECEIVES PROVISIONAL 
CERTIFICATE FOR NHAI ROAD PROJECT

Ashoka Buildcon Limited has informed the declaration of October 
26, 2021 as the Commercial Operation Date (CoD) for its Hybrid 
Annuity Mode (HAM) Project of National Highways Authority of India 
(“NHAI”). As per the filing, the Project is “Construction of Four Laning 
of Tumkur - Shivamogga section from 12+310 (Design km 12+300) 
to km 66+540 (Design km 65+195) from Mallasandra to Karadi 
Village of NH-206 on Hybrid Annuity Mode, under NHDP phase-IV 
in the state of Karnataka (Package I)”. The Project is executed by 

Ashoka Mallasandra Karadi Road Private Limited (SPV), a Wholly 
Owned Subsidiary of Ashoka Concessions Limited, a Subsidiary 
of the Company. In addition to this, the company informed that 
consequent upon the declaration of CoD, the SPV is eligible for 
receipt of Annuity payments from NHAI for the operation period 
of 15 years at the interval of every 6 months from the date of 
achievement of CoD. 
The Company also announced that the said SPV has received a 
Provisional Certificate for completion of 34.730 KMs out of total 
Project stretch of 50.645 KMs.

RAIL VIKAS NIGAM SECURING LOI FROM AHMEDABAD MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
Rail Vikas Nigam Ltd (RVNL) received Letter of Acceptance (LoA) by Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation (AMC).
As per the filing, RVNL has been awarded contract for Development of Kharicut Canal (Between Naroda Smashan Gruh & Vinzol Vehla) 
in AMC area Pakage 2 & 3 for which details of the contracts awarded are as under:
• Development of Kharicut Canal (Between Naroda Smashan Gruh & Vinzol Vehla) in AMC area Pakage 2: Kharicut Canal 

Development Navyug School Canal Crossing to Nidhipark Society (Ch. 2500 – Ch. 5000) at an awarded cost of `236 crore.
• Development of Kharicut Canal (Between Naroda Smashan Gruh & Vinzol Vehla) in AMC area Pakage 3: Kharicut Canal 

Development Nidhipark Society to Odhav Fire Station (Ch. 5000 – Ch. 7600) at an awarded cost of `248 crore. 
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INTERNATIONAL ROAD FEDERATION TO LAUNCH 
BLOCKCHAIN-BASED DIGITAL PLATFORM ON ROAD 

SAFETY
Global road safety body International Road Federation (IRF) 
will soon launch a blockchain-based digital platform on road 
safety similar to CoWIN. The platform will have an integrated 
data related to road audits, enforcement, emergency care 
and insurance providers and connect users with road operating 
authorities, enforcement agencies and emergency service 
providers, IRF said in a statement. “The road safety digital 
platform will be like CoWIN (Covid vaccine intelligence network), 
a one-stop solution for all needs of road commuters,” it said.
It will contain login-based specific and secured information 
about road users, including their driving licence, safe driving 
scores, validity of licence, insurance policy, e-challan and 
penalties, if any, as well as vehicle details such as registration, 
challan and vehicle insurance, among others.
“The blockchain-based digital platform with mobile app will 
provide an end-to-end system, documenting each step of 
the road safety-related issues by integrating various databases 
through APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) and creating 
a unified user interface and customised role-based dashboards 
for the stakeholders,” IRF-India chapter president Satish Parakh 
said. According to data, the country witnesses some 5 lakh road 
accidents every year, killing around 1.5 lakh people and injuring 
over 3 lakh. 

SJVN THERMAL TO RECEIVE `8520 CRORE FINANCING 
FROM REC, PFC, FOR BUXAR POWER PLANT

SJVN Thermal Private Ltd. has signed an agreement with the 
state-owned REC Ltd. and Power Finance Corporation to receive 
funding totalling `8,520.92 crore for the construction of a 1,320 
MW thermal power plant at Buxar. According to a press release 
from the company, “REC Limited and Power Finance Corporation 
Limited (PFC) — Maharatna CPSEs under the ministry of power 
— have signed a memorandum of loan agreement with SJVN 
Thermal Private Ltd (STPL) for financing 2x660 MW coal-based 
Buxar Thermal Power Plant (BTPP). The overall projected project 
cost, according to the announcement, is `12,172.74 crore, 
with an `8,520.92 crore loan requirement. According to the 
agreement, REC and PFC will finance the debt requirement. In 
addition to other senior authorities, the agreement was signed 
in the presence of R S Dhillon, CMD of PFC, N L Sharma, CMD of 
SJVN, Ajoy Choudhury, Director of Finance for REC, and V K Singh, 
Director of Technical for REC. This is a fantastic cooperation for 
the growth of the power and energy sector, according to Vivek 
Kumar Dewangan, CMD of REC, who talked to ET. All parties 
involved will gain from this agreement over the long term. SJVN 
Thermal Private Limited is a fully owned subsidiary of SJVN Ltd, 
a central public sector organization of the Mini Ratna category 
that reports to the Union Power Ministry.
The STPL is currently working on the 2x660 MW supercritical coal-
based Buxar Thermal Power Plant (BTPP), a greenfield project 
with the aim of enhancing the dependability of India’s eastern 
electrical sector and supplying power to the state of Bihar.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi had placed the project ’s 
foundation stone.

GIC TO INVEST `1,045 CRORE IN IRB INFRA’S GANGA-
EXPRESSWAY ROAD PROJECT

IRB Infrastructure Developers Ltd’s Ganga Expressway Project 
has completed equity raise of `533.20 crore. Singapore based 
GIC Affiliates contributed `261.29 crore and IRB Infra contributed 
`271.90 crore. IRB Infra will hold 51% stake in the Project while GIC 
Affiliate will hold 49%. The Project is expected to complete private 
placement of NCD of `138.65 crore to IRB Infra and GIC Affiliate 
soon subject to fulfillment of condition precedents.
The Company will also act as the Project Manager for 
implementing the project. As the Project Manager it will be 
receiving entire flow of consideration towards EPC and O&M 
Works for the Project, which will be in aggregate approximately 
`10,459 crore (plus applicable taxes).
To re-iterate, Meerut Budaun Expressway, Ganga Expressway 
Group 1 Greenfield BOT Project is six lanes stretch of 129.700 
Kms, expandable to eight lanes, between Meerut and Budaun 
in Uttar Pradesh, with the cost outlay of `6,538 crore.
The project had achieved Financial Closure, where the Senior 
Lender had extended financial support of `2,659 crore; IRB & GIC 
Affiliate have committed Equity and related infusion of `2,133 
crore and the Viable Gap Funding (VGF) from UP`EIDA is `1,746 
crore.
The Company had recently received Appointed Date from nodal 
agency, Uttar Pradesh Expressways & Industrial Development 
Authority (UPEIDA) to commence construction activity in full swing 
so as to meet the set timeline for completion and commissioning 
of the prestigious project for use of people of the State of Uttar 
Pradesh.

DILIP BUILDCON RECEIVES APPOINTED DATE FOR ROAD 
PROJECT BY NHAI

Dilip Buildcon Limited has informed that that ‘Sannur Bikarnakette 
Highways Limited’, wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company has 
received the appointed date letter from the National Highways 
Authority of India and had declared the appointed date as 
October 10, 2022.
As per the filing, the project is “Four lanning of Sannur to 
Bikarnakette Section from existing km 698.85 (design km 691+350) 
to existing km 744.190 (design km 736+362) of NH-169 under 
Bharathmala Pariyojana on Hybrid Annuity Mode in the state of 
Karnataka (Package II).” The bid project cost is `1,137 crore and 
the estimated completion period is 24 months, the company 
said.

DILIP BUILDCON GETS `702 CRORE LOA FOR SURAT 
METRO RAIL PROJECT PHASE 1

Dilip Buildcon Limited has received letter of acceptance (LOA) 
from the Gujarat Metro Rail Corporation (GMRC) Limited for “Surat 
Metro Rail Project Phase-I (Pkg-CS-6)” in the state of Gujrat, order 
worth `702.02 crore. As per the filing, the LOA is for “Construction 
of 8.702 kms elevated viaduct and 7 nos. stations (Excl. E&M, 
Architectural Finishing and Roofing) from Majura Cate (Ch. 9090 
m) to Saroli Dead End (Ch. 17791.851 m) under conidor-2 in 
connection with Surat Metlo Rail Project Phase - I (Pkg-CS-6).” 
Further, the estimated completion period is 26 months, the 
company said in a filing.
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The Complete Cost &
Enterprise Management

Solution

Lals
Software
Services
Trusted partner for Project
Management & Cost Control

The Advantages of Integrated 
Construction Software

Built-for-purpose construction software comes in 
various forms. Using different software solutions 
for different processes can cause a great 
deal of confusion to a business. It also results 
in extra effort and time as you may need to 
transfer data manually back and forth. On the 
other hand, integrated construction software 
enhances efficiency and ensures that you have 
everything you need in one central place. This 
transfer of data back and forth or in and out of 
multiple systems creates a loss of data integrity 
and begs the question, can you really trust the 
data? If you are looking for the right software 
solutions for your construction business, 
you will need to make integration a priority.

Understanding Integrated Construction 
Software
The various processes involved in construction 
require different tools and solutions. A fully 
integrated construction management system 
takes all of these different elements and 
packages them into a single solution. This lets 

teams use one unified system for better results.
Integrated software means that each system is 
fully compatible with the others. As a result, all 
of your data is connected across all systems.

Why is Integration Important in Construction 
Software?
There are different steps and stages of a 
construction project. Each part involves 
important data that you need to trace. If your 
systems aren’t properly integrated, then you will 
have disconnected data. This increases the risk 
of inaccuracies and errors during the life cycle 
of the project. For example, your team could 
be accessing different versions of documents 
and data during a project. This will lead to 
mixed outcomes, which results in project 
managers making badly informed decisions.
Integration offers a more complete solution 
with more reliable data and in turn more 
meaningful decision-making. Effective 
construction software integration utilises a 
single platform to manage all processes 

Productivity levels in 
construction have remained 

flat for years. Integrated 
construction software 

can improve productivity, 
efficiency, and more.

Lalu Varghese, 
Director & CEO,

 Lals Software Services 
(Authorised Distributor - RIB 

CCS) in India, is a civil 
engineer with over 40 years 

of experience in construction 
estimation and cost control 

across GCC and South Africa. 
Lalu shares his insights on the 

advantages of integrated 
construction software.
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of the business. This includes things like procurement, enterprise 
accounting, subcontract management, plant and equipment 
management, inventory management, payroll and cost reporting. 
It keeps all departments on the same page without any information 
mix-ups and discrepancies.

Benefits of Integrated Construction Software
Integrated software solutions should be a necessity for any 
construction business as they offer significant benefits to projects. 
Here are some of the main construction software benefits when 
using an integrated system.
Greater Efficiency
Teams can work with far greater efficiency when their software is 
integrated. All platforms will work with each other, share relevant 
data, and stay on the same page. Having data that is synced 
across all platforms allows for one time entry of your data. This 
saves a lot of time, adds an element of automation and minimises 
potential errors. Reducing time-consuming manual processes 
results in a faster and more efficient workflow.
Accessibility
Project teams can all gain access to the same data anytime 
and anywhere. With synchronized, integrated systems, access is 
controlled through user-access rights aligned to the user’s role in 
the business. Integrated systems allow everyone to see the most 
up-to-date versions of project data and details. This ensures that 
everyone is on the same page, at all times. Cloud-based software 

systems allow for greater accessibility for widespread or remote 
teams.
Collaboration
Consistent, synchronized information and easy access to data 
results in better collaboration. When teams all use integrated 
software to work from, it improves collaboration. This is because 
everyone can access the same information and easily share 
insights and solutions. This leads to better teamwork and the 
breaking down of silos.
Better Decisions
Project and management teams can make better decisions with 
integrated software. Decisions are then data-driven based on real-
time, accurate data.

Conclusion
Using an integrated software solution enhances efficiency, 
productivity and the availability real-time information while allowing 
you to streamline your processes while enabling your ability to 
affect change when and where required, thereby mitigating risk. 
With the availability of enhanced cost and schedule performance 
information in an integrated system, you can be sure of driving 
better financial returns while lowering volatility.

For more details contact:
Email: info@ccsasia.com
Website: www.ribccs.com/india
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ADANI PORTS INCORPORATES JV WITH GADOT 
CHEMICAL TERMINALS TO BUY ISRAEL’S HAIFA PORT

Adani Ports & Special Economic Zone Ltd has incorporated a Joint 
Venture Company with Gadot Chemical Terminals (1985) Ltd. in 
Israel namely “Mediterranean International Ports A.D.G.D Ltd” on 
November 13, 2022. As per the regulatory filing, Mediterranean 
has been incorporated as a Joint Venture Company (“JVC”) with 
Gadot Chemical Terminals (1985) Ltd. for acquisition of Haifa Port 
Company (“HPC”), which currently operates Haifa Port in Israel.
Further, for acquisition of HPC, following approvals inter-alia are 
obtained/are in process in Israel, as per the extant regulations:
• Approval of Competition Authority - Obtained
• Approval of Ministers (Minister of Finance and Minister of 

Transportation) – In process

EIL BAGS INTEGRATED NGL AND CCGT POWER PLANT 
PROJECT IN THE REPUBLIC OF GUYANA

Engineers India Limited (EIL) has been entrusted by the Republic of 
Guyana to render the Project Management Consultancy Services 
for setting up an Integrated Natural Gas Liquids (NGL) Plant and 
300 MW CCGT Power Plant project in Guyana with an estimated 
contract value of $22 Million, the company announced to the 
exchanges on Wednesday. As part of this assignment, EIL shall 
provide Consultancy Services for setting up the Integrated Plant and 
manage the Engineering, Procurement and Construction of the 
project on behalf of the Government of the Republic of Guyana. 
The stated project in the Republic of Guyana is another milestone 
achieved by EIL towards its commitment to go beyond national 
boundaries. EIL has already been active in providing services 
in the Middle East, Africa, Central and South East Asia and this 
project will further bolster EIL’s presence in the international market.

L&T CONSTRUCTION SECURES POWER TRANSMISSION 
ORDERS IN SAUDI ARABIA 

The Power Transmission & Distribution business of Larsen & Toubro 
has secured multiple EPC orders in the current quarter to build 
Transmission Lines and Substations in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 
The business will undertake engineering, design, procurement and 
construction of more than 400KM of 380kV Overhead Transmission 
Lines and a new 230kV Gas Insulated Substation with associated 
automation and protection systems.
The transmission network strengthening augurs well for providing 
reliable, safe and efficient electricity supply as Saudi Arabia is 
embarked on an ambitious National Renewable Energy Program 
towards attaining optimal generation mix as envisaged in its 
strategic vision for 2030.

COCHIN SHIPYARD GETS `1000 CRORE ORDER FROM 
EUROPEAN CLIENT

A European client has placed a roughly `1,000 crore order with 
Cochin Shipyard to build boats.The project will take 35 months to 
complete. CSL has received a global order for the construction 
of two Commissioning Service Operation Vessels (CSOV) from a 
European Client, with an option to build four more such vessels, 
which the Owner may exercise within a year. These boats are 
designed to assist with the commissioning and maintenance of 
offshore wind farm projects.

MUBADALA, KKR TO INVEST ABOUT $1 BLN IN ASIA
KKR & Co and Abu Dhabi state fund Mubadala Investment Co 
have entered into an agreement to invest about $1 billion in Asia. 
The agreement will see the two firms investing across performing 
private credit opportunities in the Asia Pacific region.

MUDUNURU RECEIVES ORDER IN GABON, WEST AFRICA
Mudunuru Limited has received orders worth USD 355,395 in 
Project to implement SmartPort Solution for Mineral Port, Gabon 
(West Africa). The order was received from Owendo Mineral Port, 
S.A. (OMP) and the order is for Supply, Design, Development, 
Implementation, commissioning and maintenance of People 
and Resource Monitoring and Management system for Owendo 
Mineral Port and maintaining the project for 5 years, the company 
said.

RAMKRISHNA FORGINGS BAGS `121.50 CRORE ORDER 
FROM A MAJOR SWEDISH OEM

Ramkrishna Forgings Limited, a leading supplier of rolled, forged, 
and machined products, announced that a reputable Swedish 
OEM major has awarded a long-term supply contract worth 
`121.50 crore for two components for an Electric Vehicle (EV). The 
company expects the supplies to be completed by 2030. 
This purchase will be in phases, with supply ramping up until 2030. 
This order demonstrates not just Ramkrishne Forgings’ outstanding 
product development capabilities but also the faith that significant 
OEMs have in the company. The company is confident in its 
capacity to leverage this deal to further expand its position in the 
EV area in the future.

SAMVARDHANA MOTHERSON INAUGURATES NEW 
FACILITY IN MOROCCO

Samvardhana Motherson’s new facility at Tanger Med Industrial 
Platform, Morocco, was inaugurated by V. C. Sehgal, Chairman of 
Motherson,. Representatives from the Moroccan government and 
administration, Tanger Med Group, and significant participants in 
the automobile sector attended the opening event.
This new plant will create interior modules and components such 
as instrument panels and door panels for passenger vehicles and 
light commercial vehicles as part of Motherson’s Modules and 
Polymer Products business. This is Motherson’s newest facility in 
Morocco, replacing the previous Tétouan location, which opened 
in 2010. At peak production, the new 15,000 m2 facility (which is 
twice the size of the existing facility) will employ 300 people, with 
highly skilled capabilities focusing on plastic injection moulding 
and other cutting-edge processes such as high-precision robot-
aided milling, plastic welding, and airbag integration solutions.
Motherson will be able to give additional employment and growth 
prospects in Tangier because of its better proximity to the client 
and greater capacity.
Motherson’s Tangier growth ambitions include the creation of 
in-house capabilities for high-quality soft-touch surfaces for car 
interior parts based on contemporary polymer-based finishes.
Motherson’s continued success in the area reinforces the 
company’s worldwide position as a leading automotive solutions 
supplier and a dependable long-term partner to its clients, 
contributing to their future production demands and growth.
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BC INDIA 2023

India’s infra development is the real 
hero at bauma CONEXPO INDIA 2023

North India has emerged as the epicentre of 
infra development in the country, and this trade 
show in Greater Noida will bring together all the 
important stakeholders and decision-makers in 
the construction and infra development sector. 
As bauma CONEXPO INDIA returns after four 
years, the focus is back on heavy vehicles and 
equipment that can potentially accelerate 
India’s ambitious development goals. With 
nearly $1 trillion in investments outlined by 
the Government of India towards developing 
critical infra projects under the National 
Infrastructure Pipeline, this trade show comes 
at an opportune time when such projects are 
being fast-tracked throughout the country, 
particularly in North India.

Leverage high-powered networks
As one of the largest trade shows for the 
construction machinery sector, bauma 
CONEXPO INDIA enjoys support from important 
policy influencers in the Central and State 
governments, as well as collaborations with 
key industry associations like ICEMA, BAI and 
NAREDCO. This edition has been endorsed by 
the Honorable Minister for Road, Transport and 
Highways, Shri Nitin J Gadkari, as well as the 
National Highways Association of India (NHAI) 
and National Small Industries Corporation 
(NSIC). As a build-up to the show days from 
January 31 to February 3, 2023, the trade show 
will be hosting specially curated roadshows in 
Delhi, Lucknow, Jaipur, Bangladesh and Nepal 
to engage with the main equipment buyer 
communities in these places. There will also be 
networking opportunities with contractors and 
builders across Tier 2 and 3 cities of North India 
through Bharat Nirman Mahotsav, a vehicle 
that will promote the trade show among the 
main buyer groups in these cities. 
With transport and connectivity projects in 

the National Capital Region (NCR) drawing 
appreciation from builders and contractors all 
over the country, there is growing excitement 
about this edition’s venue at the India Expo 
Centre in Greater Noida. This venue offers 
seamless connectivity for business visitors and 
world-class facilities like e-mobility charging 
stations, adequate parking and availability 
of quality hotels, restaurants, and recreation 
options in the vicinity.

Global appeal, Indian spirit
With heritage from the bauma network of 
trade shows in Munich and China, as well as 
partnership with one of North America’s largest 
fairs CONEXPO, this trade show in India offers 
all participants a unique customer experience 
through live product demos, knowledge-
sharing at conferences, buyer-seller meetings, 
and business-to-government sessions. 
One of the key highlights of this edition will be 
the curated conferences for the mining sector, 
especially pertaining to energy efficiency and 
safety measures. There will also be conferences 
focussing on the construction equipment 
industry’s skill-building initiatives to create 
quality jobs in this space. These sessions are 
being co-created with industry associations 
and skill development councils through 
special training programs, including classroom 
programs and practical sessions.
So, don’t miss the opportunity to participate 
in the event where construction history will be 
created. Join us at bauma CONEXPO INDIA 
2023 from January 31 to February 3 at the 
India Expo Centre in Greater Noida to enable 
meaningful handshakes and unlock business 
opportunities for you and your company.

For more details visit:
www.bcindia.com

With 600 technology 
suppliers from 20+ 

countries, showcasing 
10,000+ products and 

solutions, as well as 5000+ 
buyer-seller meetings 
and 20+ knowledge 

focussed conferences, 
bauma CONEXPO INDIA 
is the undisputed leader 

among trade fairs for the 
construction equipment 

sector in North India.
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Organisation: NHDC Ltd.
Location: Khandwa MP
Tender Value: `14,49,67,542/-
Due Date: 13-Dec-2022
Contact: General Manager CP and A
Tel: 0755-4030112
Email: nhdclcandp1@gmail.com
Detail: Re-Construction of various types 
of staff quarter at NHDC colony, ISPS, 
Narmada Nagar, Khandwa (M.P.)

Organisation: NHDC Ltd.
Location: Khandwa MP
Tender Value: `12,38,248/-
Due Date: 15-Dec-2022
Contact: General Manager CP and A
Tel: 0755-4030112
Email: nhdclcandp1@gmail.com
Detail: Repair and maintenance of 
model room building, toilet building and 
surrounding areas at view point of Indira 
Sagar Power Station, Narmada Nagar, 
Distt. - Khandwa (M.P.).

Organisation: NHPC Limited
Location: Subansiri Lower HE Project
Tender Value: `33,69,830/-
Due Date: 13-Dec-2022
Contact: Group Sr. Manager (PNC), SLHEP
Tel: 03752-269296
Email: pnc _ slp@nhpc.nic.in
Detail: Repair and Maintenance 
of IB guest house including minor 
modification of VIP rooms as well as 
internal and external painting at SLHEP, 
Gerukamukh.

Organisation: THDC India Limited
Location: Tehri
Tender Value: `15,45,990/-
Due Date: 13-Dec-2022
Contact: GM
Tel: 0135-2473201 
Email: rajeshsharma@thdc.co.in
Detail: Construction of retaining wall at 
Bhantoginala at Ch. 251.700 KM

Organisation: Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust
Location: Inside Port Area
Tender Value: `1,05,00,000/-
Due Date: 21-Dec-2022
Contact: Chief Manager PPD
Tel: 022-6616 5600
Email: cma@jnport.gov.in

Detail: Providing and Laying pipe 
line network from Port PMTR to POC 
surrounding buildings inside Port to 
facilitate Treated Water

Organisation: Chennai Metro Rail Limited
Location: Chennai
Tender Value: `6,06,00,00,000/-
Due Date: 14-Dec-2022
Contact: Director Projects
Tel: 044-2379 2227, 2379 2202
Email: agmst.cmrl@tn.gov.in
Detail: Construction of Three (03) 
Underground Stations at Adyar Depot, 
Indira Nagar and Taramani Road Junction

Organisation: Delhi Metro Rail 
Corporation Limited
Location: New Delhi
Tender Value: `42,85,000/-
Due Date: 13-Dec-2022
Contact: CE Tender/O and M
Tel: 011-23417910/12
Email: info@dmrc.org
Detail: Annual maintenance contract 
and day to day operation of water 
filtration cum water softening plant 
installed at Metro Enclave, Pushp Vihar.

Organisation: Delhi Metro Rail 
Corporation Limited
Location: New Delhi
Tender Value: `4,22,35,000/-
Due Date: 13-Dec-2022
Contact: CE Tender/O and M
Tel: 011-23417910/12
Email: info@dmrc.org
Detail: Providing and Fixing/ Replacing of 
RCC Trench Covers in Viaduct of Line-3 
and Line-4 section.

Organisation: Ministry of Road Transport 
and Highways
Location: Harpalpur bypass
Tender Value: `85,92,00,000/-
Due Date: 19-Dec-2022 
Contact: Executive Engineer NH Division
Tel: 7582-222206
Email: eesagarhighway@gmail.com
Detail: Construction of 2 lane with paved 
shoulders in Harpalpur bypass from km 
0/000 to km 9/630 (Design length 9.630 
Km) on NH 339 (old NH 76) in the State of 
Madhya Pradesh on EPC Mode

Organisation: Ministry of Road Transport 
and Highways
Location: Vilayat Ghat Chandiya bypass
Tender Value: `6,31,00,000/-
Due Date: 19-Dec-2022 
Contact: Executive Engineer,PWD NH Div.
Tel: 0761- 2628972
Email: eepwdnhjabalpur@gmail.com
Detail: One Time Improvement of 
existing inner town portion of Vilayat Ghat 
Chandiya bypass of NH-43 E (Old NH-78) 
(Total Length 5.72 Km) in the State of 
Madhya Pradesh on EPC Mode

Organisation: Ministry of Road Transport 
and Highways
Location: Etawah
Tender Value: `6,05,00,000/-
Due Date: 13-Dec-2022 
Contact: SE NH Circle, PWD, Kanpur
Tel: 0164-2212878
Email: senh.up@gmail.com
Detail: Remaining work of periodic 
renewal (PR) work in the stretch from km. 
57.346 to km. 78.00 of NH-92 in the State 
of Uttar Pradesh under EPC Mode.

Organisation: Ministry of Road Transport 
and Highways
Location: Jharkheda- Berasia - Dholkhedi
Tender Value: `2,52,70,00,000/-
Due Date: 26-Dec-2022 
Contact: Executive Engineer (NH)
Tel: 0755 - 2551 329
Email: ro.bpl-morth@gov.in
Detail: Upgradation of Jharkheda- 
Berasia - Dholkhedi from km 0.000 to km 
87.900 of NH-346 (including 3 nos. green 
field bypasses 13.10 Km) in the State of 
Madhya Pradesh under EPC mode.

Organisation: Ministry of Road Transport 
and Highways
Location: Sangli
Tender Value: `6,11,60,00,000/-
Due Date: 26-Dec-2022 
Contact: CE-RO,MoRTH
Tel: 22-27562369/70
Email: romorthmumbai@emait.com
Detail: Up-gradation to 4 lane 
configuration for the work of Peth Naka 
to Sangli Road (Km 0.000 to 41.250 Km) 
(Length 41.250 km) section of NH-166H in 
the state of Maharashtra on EPC mode.

CIVIL WORK 
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Organisation: PWD (Water Resources 
Organisation)
Location: Kanniyakumari District
Tender Value: `2,74,59,000/-
Due Date: 28-December-2022
Contact: SE PWD WRO
Tel: 0462-2574232
Email: setbctvl@gmail.com
Detail: Permanent Restoration of Flood 
damages in Kuzhithurai river right bank 
in opposite side of Parakkani checkdam 
site in Ezhudesam A Village of Killiyoor 
Taluk in Kanyakumari District

Organisation: Municipal Administration 
and Water Supply

Location: Kannivadi
Tender Value: `1,37,00,000/-
Due Date: 15-December-2022
Contact: Executive Officer 
Tel: 04202-225261
Email: kannivaditp@ymail.com
Detail: Improvement of Weekly shandy 
at Kannivadi Ward No.09, Survey No.913 
in Kannivadi Town Panchayat

Organisation: PWD (Building Construction 
& Maintenance Division)
Location: Mayiladuthurai
Tender Value: `4,77,20,000/-
Due Date: 21-December-2022
Contact: Superindenting Engineer PWD

Tel: 04366-242472
Email: sepwdtvr@gmail.com
Detail: Construction of New Circuit 
House Building at Mayiladuthurai in 
Mayiladuthurai District

Organisation: PWD (Building 
Construction & Maintenance Division)
Location: Sirkali
Tender Value: `15,08,50,000/-
Due Date: 21-December-2022
Contact: Superindenting Engineer PWD
Tel: 04366-242472
Detail: Construction of 50 Bedded Critical 
Care Blocks in Government Hospital at 
Sirkali in Mayiladuthurai District

Organisation: National Highways and 
Infrastructure Development Corporation
Location: Tripura
Tender Value: `2,28,16,00,000/-
Due Date: 09-Jan-2023
Contact: Trivendra Kumar
Tel: 011 2346 1600
Email: info@nhidcl.com
Detail: Improvement and Widening to 
Two Lane with paved shoulder of road 
from Km 101.300 to km 127.319 (Total 
Length 26.019 Km) i.e. the Khowai - 
Teliamura section of NH 208 (Package 
- I) in the State of Tripura on EPC mode 
under JICA ODA Loan Phase – VI

Organisation: National Highways and 
Infrastructure Development Corporation
Location: Assam
Tender Value: `3,25,30,00,000/-
Due Date: 20-Dec-2022
Contact: KC Bhatt
Tel: 011 2346 1600
Email: info@nhidcl.com
Detail: Widening Improvement to 4 (Four) 
Lane with Paved Shoulder with proposed 
Daboka Bypass of Daboka -Parokhaowa 
(Package-1) of NH 29 in the state of 
Assam on EPC mode.

Organisation: National Highways and 
Infrastructure Development Corporation
Location: manipur
Tender Value: `3,68,26,00,000/-
Due Date: 09-Dec-2022

Contact: KC Bhatt
Tel: 011 2346 1600
Email: info@nhidcl.com
Detail: Widening to 2 (Two) Lane with 
Paved shoulder of Imphal to Jiribam 
section of NH-37 from Design Chainage 
169.570 km to 205.974 Km (PKG-7) in the 
State of Manipur

Organisation: Chenab Valley Power 
Projects (P) Ltd
Location: Pakal DUL HE Project, Kishtwar
Tender Value: `15,28,961/-
Due Date: 12-Dec-2022 
Contact: Group Senior Manager CnP
Tel: 01995-260723
Email: corpoffice@cvppindia.com
Detail: Construction of Store Rooms and 
Common Washroom facility near Field 
Hostel Dangduran, Kishtwar, JnK

Organisation: Tamil Devl., Religious 
Endows. & Information
Location: Samayapuram
Tender Value: `3,33,00,000/-
Due Date: 14-December-2022
Contact: Joint Commissioner
Tel: 0431-2670557
Email: symmariamman@gmail.com
Detail: Construction of Amavasai 
Mandapam in Master plan complex at 
A/m Mariamman Temple,Samayapuram.

Organisation: PWD
Location: Vandavasi 

Tender Value: `4,56,00,000/-
Due Date: 14-December-2022
Contact: SE 
Tel: 04175-290129
Email: tvmbldscle@gmail.com
Detail: Construction of Trauma and 
Emeregency care Centre (TAEI) building 
in Government Hospital at Vandavasi in 
Thiruvannamalai District..

Organisation: PWD
Location: Tiruvarur
Tender Value: `16,44,00,000/-
Due Date: 14-December-2022
Contact: SE PWD
Tel: 04366-242472
Email: sepwdtvr@gmail.com
Detail: Construction of 50 Bedded 
Critical Care Blocks in Government 
Medical College Hospital at Tiruvarur in 
Tiruvarur District

Organisation: Housing and Urban 
Development
Location: Thiruvallur District
Tender Value: `86,88,000/-
Due Date: 13-December-2022
Contact: SE Chennai
Tel: 044-24331506
Email: tnhbcomputer@yahoo.com
Detail: Area Development scheme for 
45 Nos of Plots LIG 43 2 Shop Site in the 
vacant land in S F No 713 1B1 part with 
an extent of 6926 10 Sqm in Paruthipattu 
Village Avadi Taluk Thiruvallur District.
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Ahluwalia Contracts bags new order 
worth `120.23 crore

Ahluwalia Contracts Limited has 
secured an order worth `120.23 crore 
(approx) for the Construction of Lachit 
Moidam Memorial & Cultural Complex 
at Lahdoigarh, Jorhat, Assam from the 
Government of Assam, Office of Chief 
Engineer, PWD Building, Assam.

Value `120 Cr

Allied Digital, KEC International 
consortium wins smart cities project 

worth `207.21 crore
Allied Digital Services Limited has 
received the Smart City contract for 
the Punjab Municipal Infrastructure 
Development Company (PMIDC) in 
consortium with KEC International 
covering 3 cit ies i.e., Amritsar, 
Jalandhar, and Sultanpur Lodhi.
The total contract value awarded to the 
consortium is `207.21 crore.
The project is expected to be 
completed in 57 months, with 9 months 
for implementation and Go-Live and 
48 months for project support and 
O&M.

Value `207 Cr

Univastu India bags work order worth 
`69.33 crore

Univastu India Limited has received 
a work order of `69.33 crore for the 
construction of Haryana International 
Habitat in Sector-1, Panchkula including 
civil, public health services, electrical 
installation fire-fighting arrangement, 
landscaping, boundary wall and all 
other works contingent thereto from 
Haryana Shehri Vikas Pradhikaran, 
Panchkula.

Value `69 Cr

Alstom wins €98 million contract to 
design and manufacture 78 metro 

coaches for Chennai Metro Phase-II
Als tom has been awarded a 
contract worth `798 crores to design, 
manufacture, supply, test, and 
commission 78 advanced metro 
coaches by the Chennai Metro Rail 
Limited (CMRL). These new metro 
cars wil l operate on the 26 km 
corridor, a part of Phase-II which will 
connect Poonamallee Bypass – Light 
House through 28 (18 elevated & 10 
underground) stations.
Scope of the contract includes 
manufacturing of 26 metro trains 
(three-car configuration) that can 
operate at top speed of 80 kmph, as 
well as training of personnel. With 25 
KV power supply for optimal energy-
efficiency, Alstom’s Metropolis metros 
will ensure safe and reliable passenger 
transport for over 11 million citizens of 
the city. Additionally, the overall project 
will significantly contribute towards 
the socio-economic development 
by connecting key zones. The metro 
trains are designed & engineered to 
run driverless enabled with Unattended 
Train Operations (UTO). These trains 
can completely run-on signals and 
its operations will be monitored from 
the Operations Control Centre (OCC). 
In line with the Government’s ‘Make in 
India’ vision, these metro cars will be 
100% indigenous manufactured at 
one of Alstom’s largest urban rolling 
stock manufacturing facilities, in Sricity, 
Andhra Pradesh. This facility has an 
annual capacity of producing 480 
cars and a strong portfolio of catering 
to several domestic and international 
metro projects.

Value `798 Cr
W S Industries India secures `200.55 

crore order
W S Industries (India) Ltd has has 
bagged an order worth `200.55 crore 
for the Construction of Integrated 
Bus Terminal and Multi Utility Facility 
Center at Panjapur, Old Madurai Road, 
Tiruchirappalli, Tamilnadu - 620001, 
approximately valued at `200.55 
Crores (including GST).
The order has been awarded by the 
domestic entity and caters to domestic 
market. Further, time period by which 
the order is to be executed is 22 
months.

Value `200 Cr

JMC Projects India secures new 
orders of `2,277 crore

JMC Projects (India) Limited (JMC), a 
leading Civil Engineering and EPC 
Company has secured new orders of 
`2,277 crores.
The details are as follows:
• Water Projects in India of `1,497 

crore
• B&F projects in India of `780 crore
Commenting on securing new orders, 
S. K. Tripathi (Managing Director & CEO) 
commented, “We are delighted with 
the new order wins in our Water and 
B&F business. These new orders in the 
Water business will help us to strengthen 
our leadership and capabilities in the 
Water business.

Value `2277 Cr

L&T Construction Wins a Significant 
Order for its Heavy Civil Infrastructure 

Business
The Heavy Civil Infrastructure Business of 
Larsen & Toubro has secured an order 
from the prestigious Greenko group, 
one of the world’s leading renewable 
energy companies, for development of 
an off stream pumped storage project 
in Madhya Pradesh.
The Civi l and Hydromechanical 
works of the project will be executed 
through a Consortium led by Larsen & 
Toubro, under a stringent timeline of 30 
months. Upon completion, the project 
will be one of the largest clean energy 
projects of its kind in India.
About Project: The Gandhisagar 
Pumped Storage Project (PSP), 
designed to meet a pumped storage 
capacity of 10,080 MWHr, envisages 
creation of an upper reservoir near 
Khemla block village, (about 75 Kms 
from Neemuch, Madhya Pradesh) while 
the existing Gandhisagar reservoir will 
be the lower reservoir. The project 
involves constructing an Upper Dam 
(to form the upper reservoir), Intake 
Structure with Approach Channel, 
Steel Lined Buried Penstock/Pressure 
Shaft (Vertical & Horizontal), Surface 
Powerhouse, Draft tube tunnel, Tailrace 
Outlet Structure, Tailrace channel, etc.
Pumped hydro storage plants that 
store energy using a system of two 
interconnected reservo i rs have 
assumed immense s igni f icance 
today given the increased adoption 
of inherent variability. Water is pumped 
to the upper reservoir in times of 
surplus energy and, in times of excess 
demand, water from the upper 
reservoir is released, generating power, 
with an overall cycle efficiency of 80% 
or more.

Value `1,000 - 2,000 Cr
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Rail Vikas Nigam wins order worth 
`137.55 crore

Rail Vikas Nigam Limited (RVNL) has 
been awarded contract for increasing 
speed potential to 160 KMPH in 
Pradhankhanta - Bandhua Section of 
Dhanbad Division under East Central 
Railway.
According to the filing, the order is for 
Design, Supply, Erection, Testing and 
Commissioning for OHE Modification 
Work in the existing 25 kV OHE for 
increasing speed potential to 160 KMPH 
in Pradhankhanta - Bandhua Section of 
Dhanbad Division under East Central 
Railway, Total 202 RKM/ 425 TKM.

Value `137 Cr

L&T wins Orders for its Hydrocarbon 
Business

The Hydrocarbon Business (L&T Energy 
Hydrocarbon – LTEH) of L&T has secured 
two prestigious offshore orders. 
The Business has received India’s 
first contract for decommissioning 
of offshore facilities from British Gas 
Exploration and Production India 
Limited (BGEPL, part of Shell Plc Group 
of Companies). The contract scope of 
work involves Engineering, Preparation, 
Removal and Transportation of five 
offshore Wellhead Platforms and 
associated facilities at the Tapti field, 
off India’s west coast, which is being 
operated by the Joint Venture of BGEPL, 
ONGC, and RIL. 
The Business has also secured an order 
from Oil & Natural Gas Corporation 
(ONGC) for balance works of Pipeline 
Replacement Project-VI Project (PRP-VI). 
The scope involves laying of approx. 42 
kms subsea pipelines and associated 
subsea works across India’s west coast 
offshore fields of ONGC. These order 
awards are testimony to L&T’s execution 
excel lence spanning across the 
entire Hydrocarbon value chain and 
reinforces its leadership position as a 
one-stop solution provider. Organized 
under Offshore, Onshore, Construction 
Services, Modular Fabrication and 
Advanced Value Engineering & 
Technology (AdVENT) verticals, LTEH 
offers integrated design-to-bui ld 
solutions across the hydrocarbon 
sector to domestic and international 
customers. With over three decades 
of rich experience, the company has 
been setting global benchmarks in 
all aspects of project management, 
corporate governance.

Value `1000 to 2000 Cr

Ahluwalia Contracts (India) secures 
new project worth `103 crore

Ahluwalia Contracts (India) Limited has 
bagged a project worth `103 crore. 
The orders are for Construction work of 
Amity Campus Hyderabad (Telangana) 
from Ritnand Salved Education 
Foundations Worth of `60 crore and 
Construction of Civil, Structural and 
External Development work of Muthoot 
Hospital from Muthoot Hospital Pvt. Ltd 
worth of `43 crore Approx.

Value `103 Cr

Univastu India bags work order worth 
`69.33 crore

Univastu India Limited has received 
a work order of `69.33 crore for the 
construction of Haryana International 
Habitat in Sector-1, Panchkula including 
civil, public health services, electrical 
installation fire-fighting arrangement, 
landscaping, boundary wall and all 
other works contingent thereto from 
Haryana Shehri Vikas Pradhikaran, 
Panchkula.

Value `69 Cr

Techno Electric secures new order 
worth `700 crore

Techno Electr ic & Engineer ing 
Company Limited has received an 
order worth `700 crore.
The orders include GOA Tamanar 
Transmission Project Limited worth `126 
crore, RECPDCL order of supplying 2.5 
Lakh Smart Meters in Jammu & Kashmir 
on DBFOOT Basis for `338 crore, and 
Transmission order received from 
Tripura State Electricity Corporation 
worth `230 crore.
TEECL (Techno Electric & Engineering 
Company) i s a major power-
infrastructure company in India. In the 
three industry segments of generation, 
transmission, and distribution, we 
are at the forefront of Engineering, 
Procurement, and Construction (EPC), 
asset ownership, and operations and 
maintenance services.

Value `700 Cr

NCC receives two new orders for 
`1,056 crore

NCC Limited has received two new 
orders for `1056 crore (exclusive of 
GST). These orders pertain to Water & 
Environment Division and is received 
from State Government agencies and 
does not include any internal order.

Value `1056 Cr

Likhitha Infrastructure bags order 
worth `305 crore

Likhitha Infrastructure Limited has 
bagged order worth `305 crore from 
Numaligarh Refinery Limited. The 
company received work order for 
Laying of Cross- Country Pipeline along 
with associated facilities. The order is 
of `305 crore (excluding GST) from 
Numaligarh Refinery Limited, a public 
sector undertaking.Further, the project 
is domestic in nature and time period 
by which the order is to be executed is 
within 20 months from the date of LoI.

Value `305 Cr

PSP Projects secures work order worth 
`200 crore

. The scope of work is for civi l 
construction work for expansion of 
existing plant from a repeat client worth 
`200 crore (excluding GST) in Industrial 
Category.”

Value `200 Cr

Kalpataru Power Transmission 
receives new orders of `1,290 crore

Kalpataru Power Transmission Limited 
(KPTL) & its international subsidiaries 
has secured new orders/notification of 
awards of `1,290 crores.
Details are as follows:
• Orders in overseas market in the 

T&D business
• Order for Oil & Gas Pipeline Works 

in India
• Order for Railway works in India.

Value `1290 Cr

Capacit’e Infraprojects bags 
contract worth `150.72 crore

Capacit ’e Infraprojects Limited has 
received contract worth `150.72 crore 
(excluding GST) from GIFT SEZ Limited 
for Construction of TFSCA headquarter 
building in GIFT SEZ.

Value `150 Cr
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Rajkiran Rai G, MD, National Bank for Financing Infrastructure and Development, started his 
banking career as an Agricultural Finance Officer in Central Bank of India in 1986. Rajkiran 
comes with more than three decades of rich banking experience including heading Industrial 
Finance Branch, Regions and Zonal Offices. Rajkiran was also awarded ‘CEO with HR Orientation’ 
by World HRD Congress for his distinguished approach to capability building through training and 
leadership development. He has also been conferred Honorary Fellowship by Indian Institute of 
Banking & Finance (IIBF) in recognition of his invaluable contribution in the field of banking and 
finance.
Rajkiran is a agricultural science graduate, and was appointed as Managing Director & CEO of 
Union Bank of India in July 2017.

INNOVATIVE LEADER

MASTER STRATEGIST
Anshuman Magazine, Chairman & CEO -India, South-East Asia, Middle East,and Africa, CBRE, 
is based in New Delhi, he overseas operations for 25 countries and over 50 offices and affiliates 
across geography. In his role, he is responsible for CBRE’s Advisory & Transaction Services, Asset 
Services, Capital Markets, Local Project Management and Valuation businesses across these 
regions. 
With over 25 years at CBRE, Anshuman grew the India business from a handful of employees 
to over 10,000-strong today, offering real estate solutions like Strategic Consulting, Advisory & 
Transaction Services, Retail, Valuations/Appraisals, Industrial & Logistics, Capital Markets, Asset 
Services and Project Management. Globally, he has played a prime role in assisting a large number 
of multinational corporations in establishing and successfully running their India operations. He has also advised various 
international real estate financial institutions and private equity funds on investments in the realty sector in the region.
Anshuman holds a Masters in Business Administration from London, United Kingdom and is a Bachelors in Commerce from 
Delhi University.

Arvind Virmani, Founder, Chairman, Foundation for Economic Growth & Welfare has been 
appointed as a as Full-Time Member, NITI Aayog  full time member of NITI Aayog.  Virmani was 
Chief Economic Advisor in the Finance Ministry from 2007-09. Virmani has served in various 
capacities in the government. He was a member of the Reserve Bank of India’s Technical 
Advisory Committee on Monetary Policy from February 2013 to August 2016. He has also served 
at the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Washington DC. During his tenure at IMF in Washington 
DC, he represented India (as its Ambassador to IMF), Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Bhutan.
Virmani,  is a PhD in Economics from Harvard University, USA, has also served as Principal Advisor, 
Planning Commission.

MASTER ADVISOR

Srinivas Shastry, Director-Sales, Intech Additive Solutions, comes with extensive domain expertise 
and was previously the Managing Director at a leading German metal 3D printing subsidiary 
in India. At Intech, he will oversee driving international growth, with a focus on Europe and the 
GCC region. His role will be instrumental in expanding the company’s operations overseas while 
driving all-round innovation and growth in the industry.
In his previous capacity, Srinivas managed Sales, Operations and the technology adoption for 
the regional market. He was involved in setting up the operations of the German OEM’s subsidiary 
and successfully led the sales, distributors and the technical teams resulting in continuous year-
on-year revenue growth and established the brand as a market leader in India.

GO - GETTER
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Trusted Partner for
Project Management
& Cost Control

info@ccsasia.com

+91 224939 1000 (Enquiries/Sales)

+91 224939 7700 (Support)


